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ABSTRACT

Sensors based on industrial IC technology enjoy benefits like cost-effective batch

fabrication, miniaturization, established reliability, and cointegration of circuitry.

Magnetotransistors (MTs) are magnetic field sensors that are fully fabricated in

CMOS technology. MTs are sensitive to the magnetic induction parallel to the

chip surface. This feature makes them well suited as magnetic vector probes in

contactless angle detectors containing a permanent magnet. Such wear-free, inex¬

pensive, reliable, and accurate microsystems are in high demand for numerous

products in the automotive and consumer industry. However, fabrication imper¬
fections cause sensor offset. Offset is a non-vanishing output in the absence of

the measurand. It leads to an error which, without cost-intensive calibration,

limits the system accuracy. The analysis and reduction of offset in MTs is the

topic of this thesis.

First, the general behavior of the MT is introduced in terms of theory, experimen¬
tal results and numerical simulation. Next, an understanding of sensor offset as a

consequence of imperfect internal variables is developed. Geometrical, material,

and biasing asymmetries are identified as possible causes of offset in MTs. For

the analysis of the MT offset, an approach is formulated which combines statisti¬

cal data analysis, the variation of design and environmental parameters, indirect

estimations, numerical simulation, and the independent characterization of

imperfections. Wafer level characterization by a prober evolves as an integral part
to effectively separate the varying and uncontrolled superimposed offset contri¬

butions. The conceptual part of the thesis is concluded by a comprehensive col¬

lection of offset reduction principles.

MT offset characteristics are experimentally analyzed for two different commer¬

cial CMOS processes. The average absolute value of the offset in terms of a rela¬

tive imbalance of two collector currents is up to 2.7% for the MT structures

chosen as references in this thesis. The mean offset temperature drift between

-40°C and +140°C is 0.25%. The offset exhibits a high degree of variation on a

very small spatial scale. Additionally, global variations on a larger scale over the

wafer are observed and, in some cases, systematic influences.
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Abstract

The actual contributions of the various possible causes of offset are investigated.

Misalignment of the metal contact mask occurring during photolithography dom¬

inates large scale offset variations. The misalignment can also have a systematic

component. Another systematic component arises from non-orthogonal dopant

implantation. A dominating contribution to local variations from doping inliomo-

geneities is suggested by indirect evidence. Further, mismatch in emitter-collec¬

tor spacing is shown to be critical. Suppressed sidewall injection magnetotransis-
tors (SSlMTs) showing an enhanced sensitivity compared to standard MTs

exhibit a quadrupling of the offset. This conies from misalignment of the emitter

guard ring.

Several offset reduction approaches are examined. Special emphasis is put on

addressing the offset causes identified as most critical. Contributions from metal

contact misalignment are suppressed by an improved emitter shape and metal

contact position as well as by enhanced process control. Implantation angle
effects are avoided by an orthogonal implant or are corrected for with the knowl¬

edge of the actual implant direction. Small scale effects from, e.g., doping inho-

mogeneities or emitter-collector spacing mismatch arc averaged out along an

increased device edge length or in arrays of MTs. Emitter guard misalignment in

SSIMTs is avoided by self-aligning the guard with poly-silicon masking. By

applying the offset reduction approaches, MTs with average absolute values of

offset below 0.14% between -40°C and +140°C are achieved in both processes.

The offsets are equivalent to a magnetic induction below 4 mT at room tempera¬

ture. Based on the presented results, the accuracy, without calibration, in contact-

less angle detection systems relying on a standard CMOS chip may be signifi¬

cantly improved.
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Zusammenfassung

Sensoren, welche auf industrieller IC Technologie basieren, bieten Vorzüge wie

kostengünstige Massenfertigung, Miniaturisicrung, eine erprobte Zuverlässigkeit
und die Intcgricrbarkeit von Schaltungen. Magnetotransistoren (MTs) sind

Magnetfeldsensoren, die vollständig in CMOS Technologie hergestellt werden.

MTs sind sensitiv gegenüber der magnetischen Flussdichte parallel zur Chip-
oberflächc. Durch diese Eigenschaft eignen sie sich gut als magnetische Vektor¬

sonden in kontaktloscn Winkelmesssystemen mit einem Permanentmagneten.
Solche verschlcissfreien, preisgünstigen, zuverlässigen und genauen Mikrosy-
steme erfreuen sich grosser Nachfrage für zahlreiche Produkte in der Automobil-

und Verbrauchsgüterindustrie. Unvollkommenhciten in der Herstellung verursa¬

chen jedoch einen Sensor-Offset. Offset ist ein nicht verschwindender Ausgabe-
wert bei verschwindender Messgrösse. Dies führt zu einem Mess fehler, der ohne

kostenintensive Kalibrierung die Svstemcenauigkeit limitiert. Die Analvse und
CD w t_, CD

*

Reduzierung des Offsets in MTs ist das Thema dieser Arbeit.

Zunächst wird das generelle MT-Verhalten in der Theorie, durch experimentelle

Ergebnisse und durch numerische Simulation eingeführt. Anschliessend wird ein

Verständnis des Sensoroffsets als Folge unvollkommener interner Variablen ent¬

wickelt. Asymmetrien in der Geometrie, im Material und im Biasing lassen sich

als potentielle Offsetursachen identifizieren. Zur Analyse des MT-Offsets wird

ein Ansatz formuliert, der statistische Datenauswertung, die Variation von

Design- und Umgebungsparametern, indirekte Abschätzungen, numerische

Simulationen und die unabhängige Charakterisierung von Unvollkommenhciten

kombiniert. Um die veränderlichen, unkontrollierten und überlagerten Offsetbei¬

träge effizient zu trennen, stellt die waferweise Charakterisierung einen zentralen

Aspekt dar. Der konzeptuelle Teil der Arbeit wird durch eine umfassende Auf¬

stellung von Prinzipien zur Offsetredu/ierung abgeschlossen.

Die Charakteristika des MT-Offsets werden fur zwei verschiedene kommerzielle

CMOS-Prozesse analysiert. Für die MT-Strukturen, die für diese Arbeit als Refe¬

renz gewählt wurden liegt der durchschnittliche Betrag des Offsets als relativer

Unterschied zweier Kollektorströme bei bis zu 2.7%. Der mittlere Temperatur-
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Zusammenfassung

drift des Offsets beträgt 0,25% zwischen -40°C und 140°C. Der Offset zeigt
starke lokale Schwankungen zwischen benachbarten Strukturen. Zusätzlich

werden globale Schwankungen auf einer grossen Skala über den Wafer beobach¬

tet sowie in einigen Fällen systematische Einflüsse.

Die tatsächlichen Beiträge der verschiedenen potentiellen Offsetursachen werden

untersucht. Justierfehler der Metallkontaktmaske, die während der Photolithogra¬

phie auftreten, dominieren die langreichweitigen Offsetschwankungen. Die Justi¬

erfehler können auch eine systematische Komponente aufweisen. Eine weitere

systematische Komponente ist durch die nicht-orthogonale Implantation von

Dotierungen gegeben. Desweiteren deuten indirekte Hinweise darauf, dass

Dotierungsinhomogenitäten einen dominierenden Einfluss auf die lokalen

Schwankungen ausüben. Weiterhin wird gezeigt, dass eine Ungleichheit der

Emittcr-Kollektorabständc kritisch ist. Magnetotransistoren mit unterdrückter

Seitenwandinjektion (SSIMTs), die eine erhöhte Sensitivität im Vergleich zu den

Standard-MTs zeigen, weisen einen vierfachen Offset auf. Dies wird von Justier¬

fehlern des Emitterguardrings verursacht.

Mehrere Methoden zur Offsetreduzierung werden vorgestellt. Vornehmlich wird

Wert auf die Behandlung der als am kritischsten erkannten Offsetursachen gelegt.

Beiträge durch Justicrfehler der Metallkontakte können durch eine verbesserte

Emittergeometrie und Metallkontaktposition sowie durch erhöhte Prozesskon¬

trolle unterdrückt werden. Implantationswinkeleffekte werden durch orthogona¬
les Implantieren vermieden oder werden mit der Kenntnis des tatsächlichen

Implantation swinkeis korrigiert. Kurzreichweitige Effekte, die zum Beispiel
durch inhomogene Dotierung oder Ungleichheit der Emitter-Kollcktorabstände

auftreten, lassen sich entlang vergrösserter Kantenlängen oder in Arrays von MTs

herausmitteln. Justicrfehler des Emitterguards in SSIMTs werden vermieden,

indem man den Guard mittels Poly-Siliziummaskierung selbstjustiert. Durch die

Anwendung der Ansätze zur Offsetreduzierung werden für beide Prozesse durch¬

schnittliche Offsetbeträge unter 0,14% zwischen -40°C und 140°C erreicht. Die

Offsets bei Raumtemperatur entsprechen magnetischen Flussdichten von unter

4 mT Basierend auf den vorgelegten Resultaten kann in kontaktlosen Winkel¬

messsystemen mit einem Standard-CMOS-Chip die Genauigkeit ohne Kalibrie¬

rung deutlich verbessert werden.
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1.1 CMOS Sensor Systems

1 Introduction

This chapter places the magnetotransistor in the broader context of CMOS sen¬

sors systems (Section 1.1) and magnetic field sensors (Section 1.2). A magne¬

totransistor based contactless angle detection system, the particular application

being the immediate motivation for this research, is introduced in Section 1.3.

The scope and the organization of the thesis are formulated in Section 1.4.

1.1 CMOS Sensor Systems

A sensor transduces information from the mechanical, thermal, electrical, mag¬

netic, radiant or chemical domain to the electrical domain and subsequently to an

information processing system or an actuator like, e.g., a display [21, [31- Mea¬

surement and information processing has always been an integral part of human

civilization [4]. Information processing technology has experienced an extraordi¬

nary growth, during the last half century since the invention of the transistor [5]

and the integrated circuit (IC) (6b In the wake of this technological revolution,

sensor technology has the opportunity to prosper as well.

Sensors can be based on IC technology and draw from unique benefits like

cost-effective batch fabrication, established reliability, miniaturization, and coin-

tegration of circuitry [8J, [9], [101. CMOS (Complementary Metal-Oxide Semi¬

conductor) technology is the most widespread approach to fabricate integrated
circuits. Several sensor types can be realized by solely relying on standard IC

processes 188]. This is true for the thermal, magnetic and radiant domain. Addi¬

tionally, the outstanding mechanical properties of silicon (11] can be utilized by

employing well established micromachining techniques |12"|. Here, transfer (o

electrical signals is accomplished by piezoresistive or capacitive read-out. Fur¬

ther, micromachining allows the implementation of features like thermally iso¬

lated structures LI 14b Supplementing the silicon chip with additional CMOS

compatible layers greatly extends the sensing of signals in the chemical and bio¬

logical domains [14J or improves the sensor performance 115]. The drawbacks in

the performance of CMOS based sensing devices compared to sensors fabricated

with optimized materials in specialized processes can be compensated by cointe-



1 Introduction

gration of circuitry [119]. Further, circuitry can add features like bus compatibil¬

ity or wireless data transfer [16].

Key issues for a sensor to penetrate the marketplace are increased functionality at

a low cost [17]. The silicon sensors that have been commercially successful, hith¬

erto, such as photodiodes, Flail devices, CCDs, pressure sensors and accclcrome-

ters, primarily target mass markets like the automotive and the consumer

sector [13]. This is because a high volume production guarantees low cost prod¬
ucts when employing IC1 technology. In this context, the minimization of sensor

nonidealities for improved performance, increased reliability, and low cost is an

important aspect [18].

1.2 Magnetic Field Sensors and Applications

A magnetic field sensor converts information in a magnetic field to an electrical

signal. Applications of magnetic field sensors can be divided into direct and indi¬

rect measurements [19], In the case of direct measurements, the detected mag¬

netic quantity is the variable of interest. Examples are biomagnetic fields (heart

or brain activity), geomagnetic fields (compass, magnetic anomaly detection), the

magnetic fields associated with information storage devices (hard discs, credit

cards, music cassettes), and fields in technical apparatus. For indirect measure¬

ments, the magnetic field merely acts as an intermediate carrier of information

about the quantity of interest. Examples are galvanically isolated current mea¬

surement (Watt-meters, overload protection) and contactless position or velocity
detection (keyboard switches, rotary switches, electric motor control, tachome¬

ters). The possible form of information wanted is manifold. Examples are a

threshold value, a ID vector component, a 2D- or the 3D-vector, the direction,

the scalar magnitude, the frequency, the amplitude, or the polarization of the

magnetic field H or the magnetic induction B. As this thesis focuses on silicon

sensors, which have a magnetic permeability of uM= I, H and B are fundamen¬

tally linked by B ~ \i0H and can therefore be used interchangeably.

Magnetic field sensors can be based on a number of different physical

principles [ 19|. This includes galvanomagnetic effects based on the Lorentz force

(Hall and magnetoresistive), magnetostriction and magnetoelasticity, Faraday's
Law of induction, the movement of domain boundaries (Wiegand wires), and the

12



1.2 Magnetic Field Sensors and Applications

Josephson effect. The magnetic field ranges to be detected can roughly be

divided into three categories [21]: low fields (nT), medium/earth fields (uT), and

high/bias fields (mT) [20], and examples for the associated sensors are

SQUIDs [22], fiber-optic [23]. optically pumped [24], and search coil

magnetometers [19] for the nT-range; anisotropic magnetoresistive sensors [25],

magnetoinductive sensors [26], and fluxgates [27] for the uT-range; as well as

Hall devices [32], magnetotransitors [34], giant magnetoresistive sensors [28],

and reed switches [20] for the mT-range.

Applications in the bias field range (mT) like contactless position detection often

demand a rugged, wear free, reliable solution with a standard interface for mass

markets at a very competitive cost. Systems based on integrated silicon magnetic
sensors [29], [30], [31] like Hall plates and magnetotransistors can meet these

requirements. The sensors exhibit a linear response and can detect slowly or

non-alternating fields. Moreover, they can be fully fabricated in commercial

CMOS processes opening up all the benefits reviewed in the previous section.

Lateral Hall devices are the most widespread silicon magnetic sensors. They con¬

sist of a resistive diffusion layer which is usually biased with a current. The

sensor signal is given by a voltage drop orthogonal to the current direction, which

is caused by the Lorentz force. Hall devices are well understood [32] and have

long been successful in the marketplace [33]. Recent research has greatly
extended the performance limits of integrated Hall devices, which is mainly due

to a drastic reduction of the sensor offset [44], [45], [41]. However, the lateral

Hall sensor is only sensitive to a magnetic induction component perpendicular to

the chip surface. This restricts single-chip approaches to ID measurements and

leads to limited options for the relative arrangement of the sensor-chip and the

magnetic source. Therefore, an integrated in-plane sensitive sensor allowing sin¬

gle-chip 2D field detection is highly desirable.

In-plane fields can be measured using vertical Hall devices [40]. Vertical Hall

devices can be viewed as lateral Hall plates that are rotated by 90° into the silicon

bulk. The contacts are transferred to the surface by conformai mapping. The ver¬

tical Hall plate is a bulk device which may cause interference with on-chip cir¬

cuitry. Extensive research is being undertaken to further develop the sensor. Main

issues are offset compensation [42] and CMOS integration [43]. Cross-sensitivity
to magnetic field components other than the one targeted is reduced by carrier

13



1 Introduction

path confinement using micromachining [39]. Recently, very promising work has

been presented that employs trench etching routinely used for high density

capacitances in extended CMOS processes [37]. These devices can also be real¬

ized with deep contacts, which allow a higher symmetry in the operation fol¬

lower offset [38].

Magnetotransistors are integrated silicon magnetic sensors that can also be sensi-

live to fields parallel to the chip surface. They can be fabricated in CMOS tech¬

nology without any additional steps. The effect of a magnetic field on bipolar
transistor operation has been investigated shortly after its invention [83]. Bipolar
transistors for magnetic held measurement have been introduced in many variet¬

ies and can be sensitive to all components of the magnetic field [34], [i5], [36].

Most commonly, the magnetic signal is given by a current imbalance at two sepa¬

rate collectors, which depends linearly on a magnetic field component. In-plane

sensitivity is, e.g., given in devices collecting the vertical current flow from a sur¬

face emitter into two buried collectors [53]. Unfortunately, the device exhibits an

offset equivalent up to 1 T. This is mainh due to misalignment of the buried col¬

lectors to the emitter [113]. The sensithity offset reduction method achieves

offset reduction by more than 90%. Magnetonansistors relying on the imbalance

of the lateral currents to surface-diffused collectors on both sides of a central

emitter are also sensitive to fields parallel to the chip surface [54]. They avoid use

of a buried layer and can be fabricated in CMOS technology. Such devices will

be the focus of the remainder of this thesis. For simplicity they will be referred to

by the originally more general term magnetotransistor (MT). An additional emit¬

ter guard ring of opposite doping enhances the sensitivity in so-called suppressed
sidewall injection magnetotransistors (SSIMTs) [82]. The functionality of such

devices has been clarified by experiment [87] and by simulation [72]. They are

well suited for contactless angle detection systems as will be discussed in the

next section.

1.3 Contactless Angle Detection System

The rotary switch prototype shown in Fig. 1.1 is a demonstrator for a class of

contactless angle detectors [119], [90]. A 2D-scnsitive integrated SSIMT on a

chip mounted on the stator is used to detect the orientation of a permanent

magnet attached to the rotor. Such low-cost rugged systems arc in high demand

14



1.3 Contactless Angle Detection System

sensor chip with magnetotransistor and circuitry

Fig. 1.1 Rotary switch demonstrator

for consumer, automotive, and industrial applications. Current solutions usually

rely on an electrode touching a resistive layer. Due to mechanical wear, the life¬

time of such systems is limited. Several other contactless angle detectors based

on magnetic systems have been proposed. They make use of conventional [46] or

vertical [37], [47] Hall devices, MagFETs [48] or magnetoresistive sensors [49].

The system employing a magnetotransistor is particularly promising as it pro¬

vides a 360° angular range in combination with a cheap dipole magnet exploiting

2D field detection with a sensor fully fabricated in CMOS technology and inte¬

grated with circuitry on a single chip. The system is presented in more detail in

the following.

The schematic setup of the rotary switch is shown in Fig. 1.2a. The permanent

magnet is diametrically magnetized. The magnet strength is chosen according to

size, cost, and angular accuracy specifications, to achieve a magnetic induction at

the sensor in the order of 20 mT to 500 mT. The distance between chip and

magnet typically ranges between 0.1 mm and 5 mm. The sensor chip contains an

SSIMT for two dimensional magnetic field sensing integrated with circuitry for

biasing and signal read-out. The measured sensor signals for the \ and y compo¬

nents of the magnetic induction are shown in a polar plot in Fig. 1.2b. The inset

gives the basic layout of the SSIMT. The v and y signals are given by the current

imbalances at the collectors Cj.C-^ and C2, C4, respectively. A further description

15



1 Introduction

a)
v<^zy>

h) h

permanent

magnet .SP

sensor cmp signal y

Fig. 1.2 a) Setup of the rotary switch.

b) Polar plot of 2D SSIMT response with four-collector SSIMT layout.

of the magnetotransistor and its function is omitted at this point and will be given
in Chapter 2. The 2D-field is detected in the small sensitive area of 30 x 30 urn2.

This means the field of virtually any magnet can be regarded as homogeneous
over the sensitive area. This allows for a compact solution using a small magnet

and relaxes the requirements for the alignment of chip and magnet. The polar plot
in Fig. 1.2b demonstrates that the angular orientation v> is determined unambigu¬

ously over a range of 360°. Here, \) is extracted from the arc tangent of the ratio

of the x and y signals. This means the common x and y sensitivity of the SSIMT

cancels, which makes the determined angle independent of the magnetic field

strength. A small error is introduced by the mismatch of the x and y sensitivities

which is below 2% of their values. The cross-sensitivity to c oriented field com¬

ponents is below 2% of the v and v sensitivities.

The micrograph in Fig. 1.3 shows the chip w ith SSIMT and circuitry realized in a

2 um CMOS process. The chip area is 2.6 x 4.1 mm2. The circuitry consists of

front end interface and signal conditioning [52]. The front end circuit keeps the

SSIMT at a constant current sum of 200 uA at the four collectors. This leads to a

favorable offset behavior with temperature j50], The common mode in the cur¬

rents is rejected in two branches for the \ and v signals separately. The rejection
ratio is 50 dB. A 10 bit D/A converter (9 bit plus 1 sign bit) is used to correct the

offset for each signal component by controlling a current source supplying the

necessary correction current. The quantization step for 1 bit is 80 nA, which cor¬

responds to 0.4 mT The offset compensation is controlled by registers in a cen-

16



1.3 Contactless Angle Detection System

Fig. 1.3 Sensor chip with 2D-sensitive SSIMT and integrated circuitry.

tral digital unit. The register values are set in a calibration step after the packag¬

ing. The signal conditioning part of the circuit determines the ratio of the \ and v

signals using an incremental A/D converter realized using a switched capacitor

technique [51b The output is a bitstream. which minimizes the number of con¬

nections to a central digital unit. This unit performs the decimation of the bit-

stream, the quadrant detection as well as conversion to a linear signal with

respect to the angle. This conversion is implemented by applying the arc tangent

function using a ROM.

The system has a power consumption oi 9 mW when operating at 3 V. An angu¬

lar resolution of 1° for a magnet strength of 100 mT is achieved. The specified

temperature range is ~10°C to 60°C. The angular accuracy is limited by the worst

case remaining sensor offset over this temperature range 1115]. Initial equivalent
offsets in the SSIMTs are up to 500 mT (Fig. 1.4a). The equivalent offset is the

magnetic induction to which the offset corresponds for a given sensor sensitivity.
This offset error is larger than the applied magnetic induction, which obviously
leads to unacceptable errors. Calibration of offset at one temperature only is

insufficient due to the temperature dependence of the offset LI 151. Offset calibra¬

tion at three temperatures with parabolic interpolation achieves a remaining
offset below 1 mT This enables 3° accuracy with a 30 mT magnet [115] as can

17



1 Introduction

be seen in Fig. 1.5a, which shows the calculated angular accuracy for applied

magnetic induction as a function of the equivalent offset. The grey area marks

accuracies better than 4°. After offset calibration, offset drift with time is the crit¬

ical factor. To investigate this, accelerated lifetime tests of the SSIMT together
with the front end interface were performed. The offset shows no drift over more

than 100 hours at 60°C (Fig. 1.5b). The offset stability is ±1.5 mT which corre¬

sponds to the accuracy of the test setup [115].

temperature |°C] temperature [°C]

Fig. 1.4 a) Example of SSIMT offset and equivalent offset versus temperature,

b) Remaining equivalent offset after 3-point temperature calibration.

3

2 F

1 N|/i> " :iV ^'(4ê

-

i — x dir. y dir.

~

0 25 50 75 100

time [h]

Flg. J.5 a) Calculated angular accuracy versus equivalent offset for several

magnetic induction values,

b) Time stability of calibrated SSIMT offsets at 60°.
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1.4 Scope and Organization of this Thesis

Even though satisfactory system accuracy is achieved by employing multi-tem¬

perature calibration, a drawback of the presented system is the cost added by the

calibration steps, which are required specifically for each individual sensor. How¬

ever, low cost, in addition to increased functionality, is particularly important in

replacement markets [13], which are the main target of contactless angle detec¬

tion systems. Therefore, magnetotransistors with significantly reduced offsets arc

highly desirable. This is the immediate motivation for the research presented in

this thesis.

1.4 Scope and Organization of this Thesis

This work contributes to the commercial feasibility of CMOS magnetotransistors

for low cost magnetic sensor systems. MTs can fill the open gap regarding

in-plane sensitive devices in the world of integrated CMOS magnetic sensors.

The market is now being dominated by lateral Hall plates, which are only sensi¬

tive perpendicular to the chip surface. The cost effectiveness of MTs is limited by

offset. Therefore, more specifically7, the scope of this work is to explore methods

to reduce the error introduced by offset without adding significant cost. This

essentially means finding a way that leads to a sensor output with sufficiently low

offset without individual treatment of the sensors or cost intensive modifications

or additions to the fabrication process. This scope demands a deep understanding

of the sensor operation covering the characteristics associated with the minuscule

effects that lead to offset. Such understanding is the basis to find improved ways

of sensor design and fabrication as well as advanced signal generation schemes

for a low offset. In technical terms, the scope is to understand which imperfec¬
tions lead to asymmetric currents despite a nominal symmetry plane present in

the MT design and how to avoid this 'undesired' asymmetry in the final output

signal while keeping the 'desired' asymmetry originating from the magnetic

field.

The organization of this thesis is as follows:

Chapter 1 motivates the presented research and puts it into a broader context.

Chapter 2 introduces the fundamentals of MT function in theory, experiment and

simulation.

Chapter 3 addresses the conceptual aspects. A theory of sensor offset as a conse-
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qiiencc of imperfect internal variables is developed and possible causes of MT

offset are identified. Further, the approach adopted for offset analysis is formu¬

lated and a comprehensive collection of offset reduction principles is presented.

Chapter 4 experimentally quantifies the offset behavior of the standard MTs.

Offset statistics with respect to bias, temperature, and spatial device location are

compiled. Two different commercial CMOS processes with different technologi¬
cal approaches from two different manufacturers arc studied. These are the

MAS7 process of Micronas Oy, Finland and the CYE process of Austria Mikro

Systeme International AG, Austria (see Section A. 1 for details). This is done to

be able to generalize and distinguish the MT's specific characteristics from char¬

acteristics that are specifically induced by a certain fabrication process.

Chapter 5 systematically investigates the actual contributions of the various iden¬

tified possible sources of offset. This is on the one hand carried out based on aca¬

demic interest to explain the observed device behavior. On the other hand, these

results are crucial to employ dedicated corrective measures for offset reduction.

Therefore, the main focus is to find the offset sources playing a dominant role in

the overall offset behavior.

Chapter 6 exploits the characteristics found in Chapter 4 and Chapter 5 for offset

reduction. Numerous approaches are investigated with special emphasis on

addressing the causes of offset identified as most critical. Only methods that do

not significantly increase the system cost are considered. Thus, measures like cal¬

ibration or extra processing steps are excluded.

Chapter 7 concludes the findings of this work. The results of the various chapters
are tied together and set into a broader context. Further, an outlook on possible
future development is given.
The Appendix gives supplemental information relevant to the presented work.

The CMOS processes used are introduced and the layout concept for the test

chips designed is explained. Further, the experimental approaches for electrical

and magnetic characterization of the MTs are presented. Finally, the statistical

parameters and methods used for data evaluation arc collected.

The main results of this thesis can be summarized as follows:

• Determination of CMOS magnetotransistor offset characteristics.

• Formulation of a methodological approach to offset analysis and reduction.

• Understanding of the causality for MT offset by systematic analysis.
• MTs with low offset achieved by dedicated offset reduction measures.
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2.1 Electrical Characteristics

2 Magnetotransistor

PUT\7C! Tf^c

This chapter introduces the fundamentals of magnetotransistor (MT) function.

For simplicity, ID-sensitive two-collector devices are chosen for this purpose.

The electrical behavior is studied in Section 2.1. Its understanding is essential for

the analysis of offset, which is an electrical effect. The basic one-dimensional

bipolar transistor theory underlying the MT operation is discussed. Extensions to

the basic theory are reviewed with special emphasis on high injection conditions

and geometrical effects. MTs fabricated in two different commercial CMOS pro¬

cesses, MAS7 and CYE (see Section A.l). are studied experimentally. The exper¬

imental results are supplemented by numerical simulations. Section 2.2 reviews

the magnetic sensing effect in MTs including the sensitivity enhancement by sup¬

pressed sidewall injection and presents related measurements.

2.1 Electrical Characteristics

The magnetotransistor behavior can be modeled by three one-dimensional bipo¬
lar junction transistors (lD-BJTs) (Fig. 2.1). A separate ID-BIT is assumed

between the emitter E and each of the two nominal collectors Cj and C2 (lateral)
as well as the substrate acting as a parasitic collector (vertical). The three transis¬

tor branches operate under overall charge conservation, thus:

The emitter current IE constitutes the total device current. The collector currents

Iqi and 1(22 (lc = lct + ÏC2^ contain the magnetic signal. The substrate current

ISu[v which is extracted at the contacts Sub. is a parasitic collector current. The

base currents at the base contacts B ] and B2, lBi and IB2 (JB = IBl + lB2), are nec¬

essary to support the transistor action. Following [55], the signs arc chosen such

that all currents are positive in forward active operation.
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2 Magnetotransistor Physics

Fig. 2.1 Cross section of MT with schematic minority carrierflow which domi¬

nates the currents IE, ICj 2 and ISujr The behavior is modeled by three

separate lD-BTFs. Doping polarities are as in CYF process and are to

be reversed for MAS7 process; (If, Bv B.): magnetic induction compo¬

nents along the Cartesian coordinates (\, y, z).

Basic Bipolar Transistor Theory

Basic bipolar transistor theory [56], as covered in standard textbooks e.g. [55],

[591, [61], [63], is applied to each of the BIT branches. The BJTs are operated in

forward active mode, i.e. with the emitter-base junction forward biased and the

base-collector junction reverse biased. Thus, the emitter injects minority carriers

into the base. These carriers move through the base region. When they reach the

collector junction, they are swept into the collector due to the reverse bias and

form the major part of the collector current. The rest of the minority carriers

injected from the emitter recombine in the base and lead to one component of the

base current. A second contribution to the base current as well as to the emittcr

current comes from carriers injected from the base into the emitter. This current

is much smaller than that injected in the other direction as the emitter is more

heavily doped than the base. The reverse bias currents across the base-collector

junction are negligible.

The JD-B.TT problem is solved analytically under the following

assumptions [551: (1) nondegenerate uniform doping with step junctions;

(2) steady state; (3) drift, diffusion, and thermal recombination-generation;

(4) negligible thermal recombination-generation in the depletion regions; (5) low

injection; (6) semi-infinite collector and emitter; (7) pnp structure, npn follows

directly with reversed polarities; (8) forward active operation (VEB » ej/kT;

vBC>fy' where VFR = Vc - VB denotes the emitter-base voltage, VBC = VB-VC
the base-collector voltage, q the electronic charge, A the Boltzmann constant, and
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2.1 Electrical Characteristics

Tthe absolute temperature. The resulting ID-BIT terminal currents at the emitter

1DIE, the collector 1DIc, and base 1DIB are:

h = lEn + hP = iiAt-"eo + dAj-pwCothj- \e
, (2.2)

V l'E ljB Lß/

ID t)B 1 c/\ EB^T
jc = 'c„ =

'>Ar/B0vmw7ï2)e ' (2J>

i\=l\-l\. (2.4)

The superscript 'ID' is chosen to distinguish the ID-BIT terminal currents from

the MT currents according to Eqn. (2.1). IEn and IEp are the emitter electron and

hole currents, respectively: ICp the collector hole current; A the area of the tran¬

sistor; DB and DE the minority carrier diffusion coefficients in the base and the

emitter, respectively; LB and LE the minority carrier diffusion lengths in the base

and the emitter, respectively; nE0 the equilibrium electron concentration in the

emitter; pB0 the equilibrium hole concentration in the base; and W the base width,

i.e. the spacing between the edges of the emitter-base and base collector junction

depletion regions.

The following parameters arc commonly used to describe BIT performance:
The ratio of the minority carriers injected into base to the total emitter current is

called the emitter efficiency y:

IFn ( DrLRNR W\~l

IEn + lFp V DBLLNF LBJ

Eqn. (2.5) is obtained from Eqn. (2.2) by exploiting the mass action law

^bPbo~^eiiEO where NB and NE arc the doping concentrations in the base and

the emitter, respectively.

The base transport factor aT gives the ratio of the base minority carriers reaching
the collector to the total number injected into the base:
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aT =
^

= I/cosh-^- (2-6)

Ifp LB

The ratio of the collector to the emitter current is the common base current gain:

In ( \y DrLBNB \YYl
an = _ = Yar =

(iCosl1-
+

---sUjh-J . (2.7)

The ratio of the collector to the base current is the common emitter current gain:

Ir a» / w D, LRNR w x-i

ßo = ^ =

«
= cosh» +^^sinh^_i . (2.8)

Extensions to the Basic Theory
In practice, the transistor needs to be connected to the outside world. This adds

ohmic series resistances to the emitter, base, and collector paths. These resis¬

tances have not been considered so far and become relevant at high current levels

when the associated ohmic voltage drops reduce the voltages present directly at

the transistor structure. Particularly critical are the emitter and the base as their

voltage drop influences the currents exponentially (see Eqns. (2.2), (2.3)). The

series resistances arc due to the off- and on-chip wiring, the contacts to the sili¬

con as well as the paths to the active transistor region within the silicon. Usually,
the base resistance is largest as it includes a low doped high resistive path in the

base region.

So far, the base width IT has been assumed to be a constant. However Wis a func¬

tion of the base-collector voltage VDC [64]. Increasing VBC increases the deple¬
tion layer thickness leading to a decreased W. This increases the emitter and col¬

lector currents. The phenomenon is commonly known as the Early effect.

At very low current levels, the thermal generation-recombination current in the

base-emitter depiction regions, which is negligible under typical operating condi¬

tions of the magnetotransistor, dominates the base current [65].
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2.1 Electrical Characteristics

A graded doping concentration in the base decreasing from the emitter to the col¬

lector introduces a built-in electrical field which increases the base transport
factor and the current gain |55].

Very important in magnetotransistors is the high injection condition. It occurs

when the concentration of minority carriers in the base becomes comparable to or

larger than the base dopant concentration [57]. Such a situation is caused by a

large forward bias at the emitter base junction and the associated strong injection
into the base. To preserve quasi-neutrality, the majority carrier concentration in

the base must increase accordingly. This introduces an electrical field in the neu¬

tral regions leading to the minority carrier current having a drift and a diffusion

component. Detailed analysis yields a collector current dependence according to

exp(qVEB/2kT) instead of cxp(c[VEB/kT) as in Eqn. (23). The increased majority
carrier concentration also increases the conductivity [58b Further, the emitter

efficiency is reduced as the excess majority carrier concentration in the base has a

detrimental effect equivalent to higher base doping in the low injection case.

Also, the mobility and diffusion constants are affected as they are a function of

the majority carrier concentration [57]. If the high injection conditions even pre¬

vail in the base collector junction, the effective base width is enlarged due to the

excess carriers. Consequently, the gain is reduced, which is the so-called base

pushout [62] or Kirk effect [66]. This is usually the dominant effect for current

gain fall-off at high current densities in power BITs [67].

Quasi-saturation is the effect occurring when the ohmic voltage drop in the col¬

lector gets large enough to actually forward bias the base collector junction. This

decreases the current gain [68].

Several effects occur due to the non-ID geometry of real transistors:

In a magnetotransistor, the emitter and substrate junctions have different areas.

This adds a lateral component to the vertical current flow towards the substrate in

the base, which is referred to as lateral base widening [58]. In the presence of

the Kirk effect this current spreading becomes increasingly important and usually
dominates the increase of the 'collector' current (i.e. the substrate current in the

MT) when VEB is further increased [58]. A related geometrical effect is the possi¬

bility of carriers travelling towards the collectors having a curved path leading to

a longer effective base width than expected from the direct emitter-collector dis¬

tance. Further, the base current flowing laterally under the emitter causes a corrc-
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sponding ohmic voltage drop towards the emitter center. Thus, the injection into

the base is non-homogeneous underneath the emitter and largest at the edges.

This is referred to as current crowding. Additionally, the voltage drop due to the

base current between the emitter and the base contacts creates a drift field sup¬

porting the minority carrier flow to the collectors. Finally, the three transistor

branches in an MT treated separately so far actually share the emitter and the

base region with no clear spatial separation. Thus, coupled effects arc present.

Electrical Behavior - Experimental
For each of the two studied processes, MAS7 and CYE, one specific MT struc¬

ture is chosen as the 'standard MT' serving as the reference in this thesis. The

exact layouts of these two devices are shown m Fig. A.3 on page 119. The basic

forward-active electrical MT behavior is assessed in Fig. 2.2. It shows Gummel

plots [551, i.e. logarithmic plots of the MT currents as a function of the base volt¬

ages at constant standard collector and emitter voltages (Section A.3).

MAS 7 CYE

base-emitter voltage VBE [V] emitter-base voltage VFB [V]

Fig. 2.2 Gummel plots for standard MTs in MAS7 and CYE processes.

The Gummel plots for the two processes show qualitatively the same characteris¬

tics. Exponential behavior according to Eqns. (2.2), (2.3) is observed for emit¬

ter-base voltages up to about 0.8V. For higher voltages, the slope of the exponen¬

tial relationship changes. This can be attributed to high injection conditions and

scries resistance effects. The substrate current is by far larger than the collector

currents, i.e. the parasitic transistor to the substrate dominates the overall electri¬

cal MT behavior. This is clear, as the base length to the substrate is shorter by a
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2.1 Electrical Characteristics

factor of about five than the chosen emitter-collector distance. Additionally, the

cross-sectional area relevant for the substrate transistor is much larger than for

the collectors. Several approaches have been evaluated to reduce the substrate

current [69], [70]. However, the substrate current turns out to be crucial for the

magnetic sensing effect. Therefore, the domination of a seemingly parasitic effect

has to be accepted as an inherent MT feature. In comparing the two processes, a

larger base current relative to the collector and emitter currents is noted in CYE.

This higher current leads to ohmic effects necessitating higher base voltages in

CYE, than in MAS7 for comparable total device currents.

The common base current gains for the substrate and collector branches are given
in Fig. 2.3. The substrate gain decreases with increasing base voltage whereas the

collector gain gets larger. Likely the Kirk effect is limiting the substrate collec¬

tion for high voltages as known e.g. in power devices [67]. Therefore, the lateral

current flow towards the collectors is favored.

MAS 7

o

o

0)

r—M

o
Ü

CYE

0.5 1

base-emitter voltage VBE | V]
0.5 1 1.5 2 2.5

emitter-base voltage VEB [V]

Fig. 2.3 Common base current gain s in the collector and substrate branches for
standard MTs.

Transistor behavior varies with temperature due to a complex combination of

several effects. The current gains ot0 and ß0 of the ideal ID-BIT vary according
to the temperature dependence of the ratios of the diffusion coefficients DEIDB as

well as the carrier lifetimes LBILE (Eqns. (2.7), (2.8)). Further, the extensions to

the basic theory discussed on page 24ff can have an influence, including a depen¬
dence of the behavior on the working point. In an MT, the collector and substrate
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branches can be affected differently leading to a redistribution of the total cur¬

rent. Experimentally, an approximately linear increase of the current gains with

temperature is observed in MTs when compared for equal collector currents.

Between -40°C and 140°C. the common base current gain with respect to the col¬

lectors, a, increases by about a factor of 1.5 and the common emitter current

gain, ß, by a factor of about 2 at lc =150 uA for both processes.

The emitter-collector spacing dEç (sec appendix Fig. A.3, page 119) determines

the effective base width IT for the lateral transistor action. Therefore, it is a strong

geometrical parameter that influences the collector currents (see Eqn. (2.3)). For

MTs with varying dEçm\d for both processes the collector current sum is given in

Fig. 2.4. The devices arc compared at equal emitter currents, i.e. at virtually equal

working points for the dominating substrate transistor. This means that the condi¬

tions around the emitter can be considered equal with the only major parameter

changed being the lateral base width. The behavior is exponential. This is

expected from Eqn. (2.3) at WILB > 1. Also given in Fig. 2.4 arc the emitter cur¬

rents 7p necessary for an equal collector current at various dEC. This demonstrates

the increased power consumption needed to maintain the same signal level at

larger dEC.
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Fig. 2.4 Currents at the collectors Ic (*) and the emitter IE (o) as a function of
emitter-collector distance dEC. Ic (dEC) is given for IE = 10 mA with

an exponential fit. IE (dLC) is given for Ic = 150 pA with a parabolic

fit. The clashed lines give dECin the standard MTs.
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Numerical Simulation

Numerical simulations describing the 3D ambipolar current flow in MTs arc a

valuable tool to gain a deeper understanding of the device behavior. This is

because parameters like internal carrier densities or potential distributions that

are otherwise inaccessible become available. Prerequisites for successful numeri¬

cal device simulations are a correct physical model of the device behavior and

knowledge of the material parameters [71]. Growing computing power allows an

extended model complexity and a higher number of simulation elements for

increased simulation accuracy. The simulation results need to be validated by

comparison of the obtained terminal characteristics with experimental results.

Once this is achieved, fast device optimization cycles are possible by a variation

of the sensor structure and material properties in the simulations. Previous

numerical simulations of MTs focussed on the magnetic sensor effect [72]. In

this thesis, numerical simulations are performed for offset analysis [73]. Simula¬

tions permit a separate study of the effects causing offset, which in the physical
device are present in uncontrolled combinations. For this purpose, it is sufficient

to simulate the device electrically without consideration of magnetic effects.

The MT is simulated three-dimensionally in the commercial control volume sim¬

ulator DESSIS using the drift diffusion model [74]. We apply the Phillips unified

mobility formula [75]. This formula unifies the description of majority and

minority carrier mobility and takes into account the screening of the impurities

by charge carriers, electron-hole scattering, and clustering of impurities. It is par¬

ticularly suited for the simulation of bipolar device action [74]. Recombination is

considered via doping dependent Shockley-Read-Hall (SRH) [76], [77] and

Auger processes [78]. SRH lifetimes are used as fitting parameters. Doping pro¬

files are Gaussian with sheet resistances matched to experimental data and junc¬
tion depths taken from spreading resistance measurements [79]. The simulated

device geometry for the MAS 7 process is given in Fig. 2.5. A large volume sur¬

rounding the MT is chosen to avoid boundary effects. For symmetry reasons,

only half of the physical device split in the v: plane along A A' is considered. All

currents obtained by simulation are doubled for proper comparison with the

physical device. The v~ mirror plane present in the ideal device and indicated in

Fig. 2.5 is not exploited for a reduction of the simulation effort. This is to allow

the simulation of offset which always violates this nominal symmetry.
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in¬

n-sub

p-well

P+

Fig. 2.5 Geometry ofMAS7 MT for numerical simulation.

Excellent agreement is achieved between simulated and measured electrical MT

behavior. The currents in the MT are predicted well over several orders of magni¬
tude as a function of the base-emitter \oltage (Fig. 2.6). The electron current dis-
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.3

Fig. 2.6 Simulated and measured currents in the standard MAS7-MT at the

emitter IE, the collectors lc. and a base contact IB1 as a function of
base-emitter voltage \fE.
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2.2 Magnetic Response

tribution in the MT at typical operating conditions is shown in Fig. 2.7. The cur¬

rent density is particularly high in the emitter \ icinity. This leads to high injection

conditions in the base region, which is demonstrated in Fig. 2.8. The ratio of the

electron density, which is the minority carrier density in the base, to the doping

concentration is well above unity in a large region around the emitter. This situa¬

tion prevails across the base-substrate junction, which means that the base push-

out effect occurs (page 25).

A A

e~ current

density [A/cm"]

10-4 lo-1
1

102 io5
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Fig. 2.7 Electron current distribution at VBE = J.23 V.

A A

c' density ^ ]
doping cone. I

L —I L 1,

> 10

Fig. 2.8 Electron density divided by doping concentration at VBE = 1.23 V.

2.2 Magnetic Response

Theory

The magnetic response of MTs is based on the Lorentz force violating the sym¬

metry ideally present in the complex 3D bipolar carrier flow. This leads to an

imbalance AIC = 1C1 - IC2 of the two collector currents. The relative collector cur¬

rent imbalance Mc/Ic is chosen as the signal of the MT. The MT is sensitive to
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the magnetic induction component parallel to the chip surface in the direction

orthogonal to the lateral current flow, i.e. Bv in Fig. 2.1. The sensitivity S is

defined as:

3 /A/c\

dlf{ Ic )
R-Ù

rc/c-

T_

The magnetic sensing effect in magnetotransistors has been studied extensively

by experiment, modeling, and numerical simulation (see e.g. [86], [87], [72]).

Three main effects can be involved. These are the deflection of minority and

majority carriers [82], emitter injection modulation f80J and magnetoconcentra-

tion [831- The influences can be present simultaneously and may even

interact [84]. For a structure as in Fig. 2.1 it can be assumed that the minority car¬

rier deflection in the base region is the dominant effect. This has been shown for

an MT with an emitter guard ring for suppressed sidewall injection

(SSIMT) [85] [81J. In an intuitive explanation, the lateral current is on one side

of the emitter deflected downward favoring the substrate whereas on the other

side it is deflected upward favoring the collector. Additionally, the minority carri¬

ers flowing vertically towards the substrate are deflected sideways favoring the

same collector. Therefore, the substrate current is crucial for a high

sensitivity [69].

An analytical expression for the magnetic sensitivity of an SSIMT is introduced

in [87]. The formula is based on the deflection of minority carriers and links the

sensitivity to geometrical and electrical device parameters. In particular, the

influence of the substrate transistor is accounted for. For W>LB it is found:

c( I - aSllh)LBW + c^i^suh^siib
(2 irn

L2B(l-aSnn-a)

where: Wdenotes the lateral base width towards the collectors with a geometrical
correction factor c: Ws[,i, is the base width towards the substrate with a geometri¬
cal correction factor cs/,/,; f{B) is a field dependent correction factor for both base

widths; LB is the minority carrier diffusion length in the base; a and asllb arc the

common emitter current gains towards collectors and substrate, respectively.

S =

dB
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Most parameters in Eqn. (2.10) are technologically determined. Only W and a

directly depend on a layout parameter, which is the lateral emitter-collector spac¬

ing dEC. Therefore dECls the prime parameter for sensitivity optimization in a

given fabrication process. As a « CLsu/r ot is of minor influence and maximum

sensitivity is achieved for maximum W, i.e. maximum dEC. However, the optimal
choice for W depends on the specific application requirements. It involves a

trade-off between high sensitivity and high current gain (Fig. 2.4), i.e. low power

consumption. The signal level needs to be kept high enough for a sufficient sig¬
nal-to-noise-ratio at an acceptable power consumption.

Experimental Results

The magnetic response of the studied MTs is linear (Fig. 2.9). The linearity errors

determined as deviations from a linear fit are below 0.1% of the full scale

between ±300 mT. The excellent linearity is based on the differential nature of

the signal as the unwanted common mode contributions present in both collector

currents are cancelled [87].
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Fig. 2.9 Magnetic signal and linearity error for standard MTs at Ic - 150 pA.

The response of the MTs to a magnetic induction of 300 mT rotated parallel to

the chip surface starting in y direction is cosinusoidal (Fig. 2.10). This is the basis

for the suitability of MTs in 2D-vector probe applications. The deviations from a

cosine fit are below 0.35% of the amplitudes. This contains the combined errors

from the nonlinearity and the in-plane magnetic cross-sensitivity.

The sensitivity as a function of base voltage is given in Fig. 2.11. It is determined

from measurements at ±300mT. The sensitivity variation with VB is weak com-
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ative deviations from a cosine fit for standard MTs at Iq = 150 pA.

pared to the change of collector current over several orders of magnitude

(Fig. 2.2). The sensitivity increases by about a factor of two in the studied voltage

range. This is can be due to a varying current distribution between collectors and

substrate. In both processes, the high injection region is superior. The sensitivity
decreases with temperature when keeping a constant collector current sum. The

decrease approximately follows the decrease of mobility which is dominated by
ittic;e scattering [ 90 j.
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Fig. 2.11 Magnetic sensitivity for standard MTs versus the applied base voltage.

The sensitivity increases with increasing emitter-collector spacing dEC for both

processes (Fig. 2.12). This is in accordance with Eqn. (2.10) and confirms dEC as
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a strong parameter for sensitivity variation. Comparing the sensitivities at equal
collector current sums, i.e. equal signal level or equal emitter currents, i.e. equal

power consumption does not significantly affect the behavior. The standard emit¬

ter-collector spacings of the two processes were chosen from prior knowledge
such that the standard MTs exhibit comparable sensitivities.
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Suppressed Sidewall Injection

In suppressed sidewall injection magnetotransistors SSIMTs, a guard of the

opposite doping is designed around the emitter (Fig. 2.13). This suppresses the

injection of minority carriers into the base through the sidewalls of the emitter.

Thus, most carriers arc injected downward, which leads to a prolonged curved

effective path to the collectors. This enhances the sensitivity [82].

Fig. 2.13 Cross-section of an SSIMT in CYE technology.

P+

n+

7J n well

1 P SUD

The effect of a guard ring is evaluated by comparison to an MT of the same

layout but without guard (Tab. 2.1). In CYE the guard ring increases the sensitiv-
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ity by a factor of 1.75. In MAS7, this factor is only 1.15. The reason for the dif¬

ferent magnitudes of the effect in the two processes are the relative depths of the

guard ring and the emitter. In CYE. n+ and p+ diffusions have about the same

depth leading to an effective suppression of sidewall injection. In MAS7, the

guard (p+) is only about half as deep as the emitter (n+). Thus, sidewall injection
still significantly contributes to the collector currents. The sensitivity enhance¬

ment by the guard is accompanied by a moderately decreased common base cur¬

rent gain a towards the collectors due to the suppression of the lateral transistor

effect.

process

sensitivity S f^c/TJ

SSIMT
1

MT

collector gain a [%]

SSIMT MT

MAS7 37.1 32.3 1.55 1.61

CYE 50.7 29.1 1.52 1.70

Tab. 2.1 Sensitivity and common base current gaiti for the collectors with

(SSIMT) and without (MT) emitter guard ring at Ip = 95 pA.

2.3 Summary

The basic dual-collector MT electrical behavior is modeled by three lD-BJTs

with a common emitter. In addition to the two nominal collectors, the substrate

acts as a third collector. This parasitic collector dominates the overall current

flow. The MT is typically operated under high injection conditions. The experi¬
mental electrical behavior is very well reproduced by numerical simulations

based on a drift diffusion model. The MT is sensitive to in-plane magnetic induc¬

tions with an excellent linearity and a low in-plane magnetic cross sensitivity.
This is the basis for the suitability of MTs as 2D vector probes. The sensitivity is

improved by adding an emitter guard ring of the opposite doping for suppressed
sidewall injection.
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3.1 Offset, a Non-Ideal Sensor Feature

3 Offset Analysis and

Reduction Theory

This chapter introduces the basic considerations underlying the analysis and

reduction of offset. Section 3.1 gives a general treatment of offset as a non-ideal

sensor feature. Possible causes of offset in magnetotransistors are discussed in

Section 3.2 and methods to analyze their actual contributions in Section 33.

Finally, principle strategies for offset reduction are reviewed in Section 3.4.

3.1 Offset, a Non-Ideal Sensor Feature

A sensor provides the means to determine the value of a measurand Xt (target

variable). An ideal sensor produces a response R that depends only on this target,

preferably in a linear relationship with the sensithity S: [119]

R = 5 Xt. (3.L)

For a real sensor, the output signal additionally depends on variables other than

the target. These variables can be separated into the two sets: internal variables

[Xj] and external variables [Xe] (Fig. 3.1). Internal variables are determined

within the sensor and can be categorized into material properties, geometry, and

- in the case of a modulating sensor - biasing. External variables are imposed by
environmental conditions. They can be separated into the mechanical, thermal,

electrical, magnetic, radiant, and chemical domains |88]. The target variable is

usually an external variable unless the sensor is designed to test an internal per¬

formance. An influence on the response caused by an external variable other than

the target is referred to as cross-sensitivity and a response caused by an internal

variable is called offset. The different types of variables can mutually influence

each others response (Fig. 3.1). For example, it is clear that the internal variables

which determine the sensor composition and the bias conditions affect the sensi¬

tivity and the cross-sensitivities. Further, external variables - usually, at least the

temperature - influence the sensitivity and the offset. Finally, the target variable
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Fig. 3.1 The response of a sensor, in addition to the target, depends on further

external and internal variables leading to cross-sensitivitv and offset.

Mutual influences are possible (thin arrows).

can affect the response to external variables. For Flail devices this is, e. g., the

case via the Ettinghausen-Nernst effect, which is a coupled influence of the mag¬

netic field and a temperature gradient causing a voltage drop [89]. The target

variable cannot affect offset as offset is defined for vanishing or nominal measur-

and. The various types of contributions to the sensor response arc formalized in

the following.

The combined influence of all variables leads to a response R according to a gen¬

eralized response function R :

R - R{Xr[Xi].[Xl\). (3.2)

The differential sensitivity St to the target variable Xt is defined by the partial
derivative of iLwith respect to Xt:

S
J*J-I\I

W
dx]

-R(XJXrUX,\) (3.3)
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3.1 Offset, a Non-Ideal Sensor Feature

All other internal and external variables in this case are considered parameters.

Ideally, Sf = S is a constant of A,, i.e. the sensor response is linear (Eqn. (3.1)).

In analogy to Eqn. (3.3), the partial derivatbe to R with respect to any external or

internal variable Xk is defined as a generalized cross-sensitivity:

SXxrlXellXl\xk) = ^--RiX^XeUXA): Xk e [Xe] u [X,]. (3.4)

According to Eqn. (3.4) a generalized cross sensitivity is present for any variable,

a variation of which leads to a change in response. However, it is desirable to fur¬

ther distinguish between variables which are the cause of a response and vari¬

ables which are only modulating a causal response as a parameter. For this pur¬

pose, let us introduce the nominal sensor conditions as the state in which all vari¬

ables have their ideal or specified values as envisioned by the sensor designer.
The nominal value for the target is some distinguished value. Any variable Xk
that is associated with a non-zero generalized cross-sensitivity under nominal

conditions is considered a cause for a response. This includes coupled effects if

Xk is allowed to be a combination of independent variables. All variables that

only exhibit a non-zero generalized cross-sensithity under non-nominal condi¬

tions - if at all - are considered parameters.

Let us assume all the external variables other than the measurand which are the

cause of a sensor response are given by the subset [Xe] of [Xe]. Their influence is

called a cross-sensitivity. For an interprétable sensor response, any non-negligi¬
ble influence of those variables needs to be known or separated in some way from

the target response. For many sensors, e.g. often for chemical sensors [91], this is

a major challenge.

All internal variables that are a cause of a response shall be given by the subset

[X,l of [X,]. This is the set of possible offset causes. A generalized cross sensitiv¬

ity to a possible offset cause Xt according to Eqn. (3.4) is called offset sensitiv¬

ity. Offset is defined as the sensor response:

off[Xcm'\\X,]) = g(X,.[XtUX,l)
.

- (3.5)
\ f\ ] nominal
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This equation is kept very general. Usually, "\X(,\ nominal' refers to a vanishing
influence from external cross-sensitivities. "Nominal Xf can be any distinguished
value but is usually zero. Ideally, the offset, which then is the response for vanish¬

ing target, is zero. Otherwise, a non-zero and unknown offset, off, introduces an

error, offIS, to the measurement if the ideal relationship Eqn. (3.1) is assumed for

the interpretation of the sensor response. The error off/S is called the equivalent
offset.

For an MT, the linear sensor response to a magnetic induction B including offset

is described by:

—£
= SB + off \%\, (3.6)

Jc

where offh the response at B = 0. o/f is a relative number given in percent. A rel¬

ative quantity is chosen as the figure of merit because it expresses the degree of

unwanted collector current imbalance independently of the common mode col¬

lector current level. Often in literature. Alp (B = 0) is referred to as offset whereas

off- Mpllp is called the relative offset.

3.2 Possible Offset Causes in Magnetotransistors

General Considerations

Only variables that act differently on the two collector currents can cause a

non-zero MT signal (Eqn. (3.6)). The two collector currents have two principal
differences: (i) The spatial regions where they are generated, i.e. left or right of

the nominal symmetry plane of the MT and (ii) the orientation of the current dis¬

tributions in these regions. Therefore, only two principle properties of offset

causing variables are possible: (I) variables that are spatially asymmetric with

respect to the nominal symmetry plane of the device or (IT) variables, which can

be spatially symmetric, but have an influence on the current flow that depends on

the current orientation. The only relevant physical variables of type II are mag¬

netic induction - the target variable - and mechanical stress. For simplicity, vari¬

ables of both types in this thesis are called asymmetries.
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3.2 Possible Offset Causes in Magnetotransistors

The possible sources of offset are the design, the starting material, the process¬

ing, the packaging or the biasing as these determine all the internal variables

(Fig. 3.2). Processing and design can cause geometrical asymmetries. Material

asymmetries originate from the processing, the starting material or the packag¬

ing. Finally, asymmetric biasing causes asymmetric electrical boundary condi¬

tions. The external conditions and the symmetrical component of internal vari¬

ables can influence the offset as parameters onlv.

internal variables

(design) (jpackagi
mg

(processing) (startmg maten

(bias

geometry

tolerances

layout

material

doping, impui ities,

defects, slicss,

contact resistance,

metal resistivity...

ASYMMETRY

biasing
current

(voltage)

OFFSET

Fig. 3.2 Offset is caused by asymmetries of internal variables. Internal symme¬

tries and external variables act as parameters.

Geometry

The category "geometry" refers to any asymmetry of the boundaries between

regions on the chip. Geometrical asymmetries can originate from tolerances in

the processing. These tolerances can be subdivided into errors within a layer

(intra-layer errors) or errors of the alignment between layers (inter-layer errors).

Additionally, asymmetries of the layout are a possible source for geometrical

asymmetries.
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3 Offset Analysis and Reduction Theory

Infra-layer errors are due to tolerances of the geometrical formation of a

layer [92]. These errors are caused by the randomness of deposition, of diffusion,

of layer growth, and of etching. Further contributions include tolerances of the

photolithographic pattern transfer and of the mask pattern itself. Inter-layer errors

occur during the alignment of a mask relative to the structure of a previously fab¬

ricated layer. They are referred to as overlay errors [94]. The error is due to toler¬

ances in the positioning mechanism and the optics of the mask aligner [931. The

last type of geometrical errors, which are layout asymmetries, can be avoided by

designing the whole chip symmetrically. However, this is not practical if other

sensors or circuitry are to be included on the same chip. Also, it might not be

practical to have a fully symmetric layout of the sensor wiring. Asymmetric

layout can cause offset if its influence is misjudged by the designer.

Material

Asymmetric material properties can originate within the silicon. These origins
can be the doping concentration, other impurities and crystal defects. Asymmet¬
ric doping concentration can be caused by inhomogeneities of the dopant deposi¬
tion or implantation as well as by the randomness of the dopant diffusion. Asym¬
metric doping leads to an asymmetric carrier concentration, mobility and recom¬

bination coefficient [63]. Impurities other than the dopants are present in the

starting material [97] and enter as contaminants during processing. These impuri¬
ties act as recombination centers and an asymmetric distribution therefore affects

carrier lifetimes [79]. Defects are deviations of the real crystal structure from the

ideal periodicity. This can be due to impurities or caused by the arrangement of

the silicon atoms [97]. Distortions are further due to the discontinuity at the sili¬

con surface and its roughness. Defects disturb the quasi-continuous nature of the

crystal lattice and therefore affect mobility and lifetime. Dedicated gettering
mechanisms are employed in IC manufacturing to limit impurities and defects.

Near the wafer surface, where the devices are formed, a denuded zone with par¬

ticularly low defect and impurity concentrations is usually generated [97].

Mechanical stress affects the resistivity of the silicon due to the piezorcsistancc
effect and the characteristics of pn junctions due to the piezojunction effect [98].

Therefore, an asymmetric stress distribution can cause asymmetric device perfor¬
mance. Additionally, the influence of stress depends on the carrier flow direction

relative to the crystal orientation. Therefore, an asymmetrical carrier flow is pos-
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sible even if the stress distribution itself is symmetric (Type II asymmetry,

page 40). Stress in the silicon can originate within the material itself due to

defects and impurities. Stress can also be introduced from outside by stressed

overlying CMOS layers or the packaging |99], [ 110].

The ohmic contact resistance between the metal and the silicon depends on the

Schottky barrier determined by the metal work function and the doping
concentration [101]. Inhomogeneous doping or metal properties can therefore

introduce an asymmetry. Additional errors can be caused by damage of the sili¬

con during contact window etching and by etching residues [100]. Asymmetries
result in resistance mismatch between different contacts or in an inhomogeneity
within a single contact. Inhomogeneous metal resistivity is caused by tolerances

in the deposition process and can introduce asymmetric series resistances in the

MT. This is also possible by non-matching off-chip wiring resistance. An asym¬

metric temperature distribution affects the carrier flow symmetry due to the tem¬

perature dependence of the electrical material properties and due to thermoelec¬

tric effects. An asymmetric temperature distribution is most likely caused by

asymmetrically placed heat sources, which can also be considered a geometrical
error. Additionally thermal material properties can be asymmetric. Most critical

in this context is the symmetry of the heat sinking capabilities of the package.

Biasing

Biasing is considered an internal variable as it is necessary to operate a modulat¬

ing sensor like the MT. Non-matching current or voltage sources can introduce

offset by causing asymmetric electrical boundary conditions at the sensor struc¬

ture. The sensitivity to such biasing mismatches needs to be determined. This

allows the derivation of matching specifications for external sources used for test¬

ing as well as specifications for biasing circuitry integrated with the sensor in a

system. Strictly, only current matching is critical as equal voltages to different

terminals can always be applied by a single source.

3.3 Offset Analysis

General Considerations

Offset analysis is the procedure to determine the actual contributions to offset.

This is a complex task due the numerous challenges depicted in Fig. 3.3. The
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offset varies from device to device which means that several causes with varying

unknown magnitudes can be superimposed or coupled. Thus, a statistical

approach is indispensable to separate these causes. The offset depends on the fab¬

rication process as well as on the biasing and on environmental parameters. This

means that a large number of conditions have to be characterized to get insight

into the phenomenon. The magnitudes of the fabrication tolerances possibly lead¬

ing to offset are often not known and difficult to characterize directly. In these

cases, indirect methods or estimates are necessary. The device physics of the

magnetotransistor involving multidirectional bipolar carrier flow is complex and

offset is only a small relative collector current asymmetry of the order of i%,

which is of the order of 0.025r/t of the total de\ ice current. This makes compre¬

hensive predictive modeling of offset causes extremely difficult and possible only

in a few cases. Hence, the analysis needs to have a strong empirical character.

specific to

individual

device

/complex
(device physics

/small compared^
I to other currentsy

superimposed
.causes

offset

'processA
dependent)

/dependim
I on biasing

ig/dependin
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causes are uncontrolled

imperfections

Fig. 3.3 Challenges of offset analysis.

Based on the considerations in Section 3.1, a contribution to offset can be split

into two aspects: the magnitude of the offset cause Xt and the corresponding
offset sensitivity 5* - of the MT:

X, off(X,)~S- -X, (3.7)

magnitude of
offset cause

offset-
sensitivity

contribution

to offset
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|A l,|A,|
where S ~ = S~ according to Eqn. (3.4) and off(Xf) is the offset accord-

xl x}

ing to Eqn. (3.5) in the absence of offset sources other than Xr The linear rela¬

tionship in Eqn. (3.7) only holds for small deviations of X, from the ideal value

of zero. In the following, methods to gain information on the magnitude of possi¬
ble offset causes, the related offset sensitivities, and the contributions to offset arc

discussed.

Determination of the Magnitude of the Possible Causes of Offset

Independent characterization is necessary to determine the magnitudes of imper¬
fections which are possible causes of offset. Preferably, the information should

be available for individual MTs as this permits the study of individual offset

behavior and, therefore, e.g., correlation analysis. This is not possible if the infor¬

mation is only available globally as, e.g.. typical or worst case error.

To characterize the performance of a CMOS process, a number of parameters are

routinely measured with dedicated test structures. This includes sheet resistances,

overlay errors, and contact resistances. Some of these parameters directly provide
information on offset causes. Overlay errors, for example, can be expected to be

valid in an area around the test structure that is large compared to the MT size.

Therefore, this information is applicable to individual MTs. Other parameters

give only limited information on MT asymmetries due to the relatively small

scale within the device in which the asymmetry is relevant. Sheet resistances are,

for example, determined in test structures of comparable size to the MT and

therefore integrate over small scale \ariations possibly relevant for offset.

Numerous methods are available to determine geometrical or material

properties [96], [1021, [791, [103] [104]. The methods rely on various principles
like electrical measurement, exposure of the material to radiation or particles,
mechanical profiling, or chemical analysis. A detailed discussion is beyond the

scope of this thesis. In general, one can say that the major challenge for the pur¬

pose of offset analysis is to gain information on an asymmetry on a sufficiently
small scale within an MT with a satisfactory accuracy.
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Offset Sensitivity

The sensitivity to an external variable is usually determined by applying this vari¬

able to an individual sensor in a controlled way. This is not possible with offset

sensitivity as offset causing internal errors arc inherent to a device and can there¬

fore not be forced externally to an already fabricated sensor under test. In the fol¬

lowing, methods to nevertheless get information on offset sensitivities arc dis¬

cussed. The applicability of the various approaches depends on the nature of the

offset cause under study.

Error Introduced to a Single Device

In some cases, the sensitivity to internal errors can be tested by externally forcing
an equivalent to the internal effect under study. This is possible for, e.g., scries

resistance effects and current or voltage source mismatch.

Error Introduced by Design
~ test

For some offset causes Xt, it is possible to introduce an equivalent error Xl by

design. Designed errors are limited to lateral geometrv on a scale of the minimum
O

~

CT J

design grid. Such an error - unlike externally applied errors - cannot be influ¬

enced for an individual device. Its effect therefore needs to be separated statisti¬

cally from other uncontrolled contributions. This separation is based on the sys-
~ te ft

tematic influence on a set of devices. The offset sensitivity S ~ (X ) due to the
x,

~

test

designed error is estimated by the difference of the mean offset value tn(Xl ) in

comparison to a reference set of regular devices ni(Xt = 0) :

~

test
~

tc st

-test ni(X, )-m(X, =0)
SxiXl ) = ^±^^^ .. (3.8)

The statistical uncertainty in the offset sensitivity due to random contributions

can be reduced by an increased number of devices (Eqn. (A.4)). The reference set

eliminates common systematic contributions. Uncommon systematic effects

other than the offset cause under study introduce an error. In order to minimize

the chance of such errors, the two sets should come from the same wafer and

preferably from closely placed pairs of error and reference devices.
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Error Introduced by a Model

If a sufficiently accurate model of the device including the error under test is

available, the sensitivity can be determined from calculations or numerical simu¬

lation. For a validation, however, an experimental method is still required.

Indirect Estimation

In some cases, it is possible to estimate the effect of an error indirectly from

information on the device behavior with a symmetrical influence. For example
the sensitivity to a mismatch in emitter-collector spacing may be estimated from

the collector current behavior with varying symmetrical emitter-collector spac¬

ing. Or, the sensitivity to asymmetric sheet resistance is estimated from the

device behavior as a function of s\ mmetrical sheet resistance variations.

Dominance of a Contribution

If independently determined magnitudes of an offset cause can be assigned to

individual sensors, these magnitudes can be plotted as a function of the measured

offset in the corresponding sensors. If this particular offset source dominates the

overall offset, a linear correlation is found. The slope of a linear fit then gives the

offset sensitivity. Such a plot can also be made for the average offset in groups of

devices that can be assigned a common magnitude of an offset cause. When using
the group average, the influence from other causes that vary within the group is

smaller than on individual offsets. This can bring to light a correlation that is oth¬

erwise not apparent.

Contribution of Offset Causes

Given Magnitude and Sensitivity'

If the sensitivity to an offset cause and its magnitude can be determined, the

offset contribution directly follows according to Eqn. (3.7) if the assumption of a

linear relationship is valid. The significance of the contribution is evaluated by
comparing the determined contribution to the overall offset.

Dominating Cause

If a cause dominates the offset behavior of a device or a group of devices, its con¬

tribution is directly observed by a correlation with the independently character¬

ized magnitude of the cause (see above Dominance of a Contribution).
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Modulation Behavior

The influence of an offset cause can show a known characteristic behavior with a

modulating parameter like temperature or bias condition. The presence or

absence of this characteristic in the overall offset behavior gives an indication on

the significance of the potential offset contribution.

Modified Structure or Fabrication

The offset behavior under modifications in the design or the fabrication can give

indications on critical parameters. In cases when all the critical parameters are

accessible for variation, such experiments are commonly used for quality

improvement. The factors arc usually organized in orthogonal arrays for effective

separation of the sources of influence [105].

Worst Case Estimate and Small Offset Sensitivity

The magnitude of an offset cause may often not be determined but a worst case

estimate is available. Then, a significant contribution can be ruled out if the corre¬

sponding offset sensitivity is known to be sufficiently small.

Extreme Forced Error

Indications for the insignificance of a potential offset cause are found if no

impact is seen when forcing a similar effect with a much larger expected influ¬

ence on offset.

3.4 Offset Reduction Principles

In the following, several principle aspects of offset reduction approaches are

reviewed [118], 1119]. The effectiveness of the various methods depends on the

nature of the offset contributions and needs to be proven for all specified environ¬

mental conditions. Therefore, extensive studies are usually necessary to investi¬

gate the feasibility of a method. Further, it is important to maintain tolerable

values of all other relevant sensor properties like linearity, signal-to-noise ratio,

power consumption, response time, etc. For offset analysis, it is sufficient to limit

the investigations on the electrical offset off. For offset reduction, however, the

equivalent offset off/S has to be regarded as it determines the measurement error,

which is to be minimized. The schematic flow leading to the final output signal

including possible means of offset reduction is shown in Fig. 3.4. In practice, a

reduction effort often utilizes a combination of the discussed principles.
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Fig. 3.4 Flow to output with offset reduction principles A...H as discussed

below.

A Improved Design
Offset is often reduced by an optimization of the sensor layout. This improve¬
ment is achieved via a reduced offset sensitivity, via an increased target sensitiv¬

ity or, in general, via a reduced equivalent offset. The approach can be attempted

purely empirically or based on a deeper understanding of the offset causes. If an

appropriate device model is available, the utilization of CAD tools [107|, [106]
can significantly reduce the number of fabrication iterations to achieve a satisfac¬

tory result.

B Improved Fabrication

Reduced offset can be achieved by improving the fabrication. This can relate to a

reduction of the fabrication imperfections leading to offset, to a reduced offset

sensitivity of the sensor or to an improved sensor sensitivity resulting in a smaller

equivalent offset. For an integrated sensor, fabrication changes arc only possible
to a very limited extent - especially when fabricated in a given commercial

CMOS process. However, when choosing the fabrication process, the signifi-
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cancc of offset-critical imperfections should be a criterion. Improved fabrication

also includes improved packaging, e.g., low stress die mounting [109].

C Modulating Reduction

Modulating reduction involves a variation of the biasing conditions. This can, for

example, mean the choice of favorable bias conditions resulting in a low equiva¬
lent offset. A more involved modulating approach is to combine signals under

varying biasing conditions. For integrated sensors, this can be achieved by

on-chip circuitry. One example is the spinning current method for Hall

devices |llil. In this approach, the direction of the current in the Hall device is

varied and the average Hall response is taken as the signal. This drastically
reduces the offset as the offset varies with a mean very close to zero and therefore

averages out. At the same time, the magnetic sensitivity is not affected by the

spinning. Another example is the sensitivity variation offset reduction method,

which was first introduced for vertical MTs [ 112]. It relics on a biasing induced

variation of sensitivity with constant offset, or more generally, a constant varia¬

tional behavior of offset and sensitivity [113].

D Actuating Reduction

Actuating offset reduction refers to approaches in which an actuator is used to

influence the sensor environment. An example is a heater that controls the tem¬

perature in a thermally isolated sensor cancelling the offset temperature
drift 1114]. A second example is a chopper device that periodically modulates the

signal, which allows a separation of the signal and the offset based on a filtering

operation [108].

E Tailored Reduction

Tailored reduction summarizes all efforts that correct the offset specifically for an

individual sensor. This calibration can, e.g., be done by laser trimming of resis¬

tors, via software after storage in a ROM, or by modulating the sensor response

in a controlled way [116], [1 17]. Usually, this method adds significant cost to

batch fabricated sensors as it involves dedicated individual treatment of the sen¬

sors. For each sensor, the correction needs to be determined for a sufficient

number of variations of critical einironmental conditions, e.g. temperature, with

which the offset changes [115]. During the actual measurement, the correspond¬

ing environmental conditions need to be known or determined. After the calibra¬

tion, a sufficiently low drift of the offset w ith time is crucial for reliable results.
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F Monitored Reduction

Monitored reduction utilizes at least one extra sensor to gain additional informa¬

tion to be exploited for offset reduction. This can be an unrelated sensor that

detects, for example, the temperature and corrects the signal according to a

known temperature dependence of the offset. A second option is a reference

device insensitive to the target but with matched offset [90].

G Deductive Reduction

Deductive reduction is based on prior knowledge [118]. Prior knowledge related

to offset can, for example, consist of a known offset contribution due to a system¬

atic offset cause, which can simply be subtracted. Prior knowledge can also be

based on the measurand. For example, if an alternating signal of known fre¬

quency range is to be detected, it can be separated from the non-alternating offset

by appropriate filtering.

H Multiple Signal Reduction

Multiple signal reduction refers to any approach that combines several signals to

an overall output. The individual signals can be generated within the same struc¬

ture under different bias conditions (see above Modulating Reduction), at differ¬

ent terminals sharing part of the structure [120], or by separated structures, which

can be equal or unequal in terms of layout. The individual signals can be col¬

lected under uniform or nonuniform exposure to the measurand. The combina¬

tion scheme for the individual signals can be any operation that leads to an

improved overall output. Two important examples of combined signals, differen¬

tial and averaged, are introduced in the following.

11.1 Differential Signal

A differential signal R^j/fOf two original signals R, with sensitivities Sj and offsets

off (i= 1,2) aims at achieving a reduced equivalent offset from the remaining
sensitivity 5^ and offset offjuj.:

Rdtff = *i " ^2 = (Si - $i)B + ( offx - offf) = SfllffB + offdlf1 (3.9)

Best performance is achieved for Sj = -S2 and off) = off2. If a fixed relationship

off11 off2 is expected, the difference can be weighed accordingly. The dou¬

ble-Hall sensor is an example for a sensor with reduced offset relying on a differ-
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ential signal with contributions having similar offset and thermal offset drift but

reversed sensitivity [120].

11.2 Averaged Signal

If there is little or no systematic influence on the offsets in a group of devices, the

arithmetic mean as a combined output achieves an improvement. The remaining

offset q/Javg is given by the mean m0^ of the individual offsets. With a suffi¬

ciently high number /; of independent samples, according to Eqn. (A.4), one can

always achieve an error in off
h

that is limited by the mean u^of the distribu¬

tion determining the individual offset samples and not by the experimental stan¬

dard deviation s0u of the individual samples:

off
ö
= motf = \infl±-f (3.10)

Jn

In the most straight-forward realization, the individual sensors in each group

have equal sensitivities and are exposed uniformly to the target variable. In this

case, the reduction of the offset is directly transferred to the equivalent offset. In

general, sensitivity and exposure to the target must be such that the average

exhibits a smaller equivalent offset.

3.5 Summary

Offset is the sensor response caused by imperfect internal variables. Possible

offset causes in MTs are various types of geometrical, material, and biasing

asymmetries. In order to analyze the MT offset behavior, an approach is formu¬

lated which combines statistical data analysis, variation of design and environ¬

mental parameters, indirect estimations, numerical simulation and independent
characterization of imperfections. Wafer level characterization by a prober
evolves as an integral part to effectively separate the varying and uncontrolled

superimposed offset contributions. Possible offset reduction principles can be

categorized into improved design, impro\ed fabrication, modulating reduction,

actuating reduction, tailored reduction, monitored reduction, deductive reduction,

and multiple signal reduction.
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4.1 Statistics

4 Offset

Characterization

This chapter quantifies the offset behavior of the standard MTs. The statistical

analysis in Section 4.1 gives an overview of the numerical offset distribution for a

fixed bias at room temperature. Section 4.2 and Section 4.3 consider bias and

temperature variations, respectively. The offset matching in pairs of neighboring
devices is investigated in Section 4.4. In Section 4.5, the spatial offset variations

are studied with the help of clusters of standard devices distributed over the

wafer. This leads to distinguishing small scale variations within a cluster and

large scale variations between the clusters. The results of this chapter constitute

the basis and reference for the causal offset analysis of Chapter 5 as well as for

the offset reduction measures of Chapter 6.

4.1 Statistics

This section gives an overview on the numerical distribution of offset for the

standard MTs in the two studied processes MAS7 and CYE. The exact layouts of

the standard MTs are presented in Fig. A.3 on page 119. Separate statistics were

determined for differently oriented devices: (1) devices with emitters and collec¬

tors aligned parallel to the major flat (\ direction) and (2) for devices oriented

orthogonally to the major flat (v direction) (see inset Fig. 4.1). Thus, a possible
direction dependence of offset behavior is accounted for. Further, devices sensi¬

tive to two independent components of the magnetic induction, as necessary for a

vector probe, are taken into account.

The histograms in Fig. 4.1 give the offsets for both device orientations for one

wafer of each process. The devices arc compared under standard biasing condi¬

tions (Section A.3) at equal base currents, which, for each process, were chosen

to achieve an average collector current sum of Ic = 150 pA .
The order of mag¬

nitude for the offsets is in the range of percent or below. CYE shows lower offsets

than MAS7 by a factor of two to finir. The mean values /// of the offset distribu-
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Fig. 4.1 Offset histograms with mean m and standard deviation s for MTs ori¬

ented in \ and in v directions for MAS7 and CYE processes at

lc = 150 piA (11: total number of devices).

tions are measures for systematic influences present for all devices. The experi¬
mental standard deviations s are measures for the variation of offset from device

to device. In MAS7, variations between de\ices dominate the overall behavior for

x orientation. For y orientation, in addition to variations between devices, a sys¬

tematic influence of comparable magnitude is present. For CYE, variations

between devices are larger than systematic influences and the results fori and y

orientation arc similar.
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4.1 Statistics

Several wafers were processed in each fabrication technology. Tn the case of

MAS7, this includes wafers from two different runs with a time span of one year

in between. The offset statistics for standard MTs are presented in Tab. 4.1. In

addition to mean m and standard dexiation s, the mean of the absolute values of

the offsets, mahs, is given. Here, mubs expresses the average deviation of the

signal from the ideal value of zero regardless of its sign and can therefore be

regarded as typical offset. Wafers m3A and cl were used for Fig. 4.1. Tab. 4.1

shows that the results of Fig. 4.1 arc representative for their processes and orien¬

tations since the variations of m, s and mabs between wafers are at most 0.3%. An

exception is given by MAS7 y orientation: Both wafers show a strong systematic
contribution but with significantly different magnitude.

process run wafer id
orien¬

tation

j number

of devices

offset fc/

m ± s

o]

mabs

MAS7 mA m3A \ 78 -0.10 ± 1.12 0.94

MAS7 mA m3A y 65 1.06 ±0.89 1.16

MAS7-"1 mA m4A \ 78 -0.16 ±0.79 0.65

MAS7 mA m4A V 65 2.66 ± 0.76 2.58

MAS7 mB ra6B \ 25 0.03 ± 1.01 0.98

MAS7 mB m7B \ 25 0.18 ±0.84 0.71

CYE cA cl \ 108 0.11 ±0.33 0.28

CYE cA cl Y

\

108 0.16 ±0.43 0.38

CYE cA c2 108

l_
108

0.10 ±0.48 0.39

CYE cA c2 y 0.18 ±0.37 0.33

Tab. 4.1 Offset statistical performance for different processes, runs, wafers, and

device orientations for standard MTs at Ic = 150 pA .
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4 Offset Characterization

4.2 Bias Variation

In this section, the offset behavior is studied under base voltage variation, which

is a strong parameter to influence the transistor currents (Fig. 2.2). The offset

mean m and standard deviation v as a function of base bias are plotted in Fig. 4.2

for both orientations for one wafer of each process. The qualitative behavior is

the same for other wafers for a given orientation and fabrication technology. In

MAS7, the standard deviation shows a minimum of about half the worst case in

the transition between low and high injection for both orientations. The standard

deviation s is relatively stable for high injection conditions. The systematic mflu-
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Fig. 4.2 Base voltage dependence of offset mean m and standard deviation s for
x and y oriented standard MTs fZ: number of devices).
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4.3 Temperature Variation

cnce, which is observed via the mean for MAS7 y orientation, changes its sign in

the transition between the injection regimes. For MAS7 x orientation, the mean is

stable. The standard deviation in CYE decreases with increasing emitter base

voltage by a factor of about two before a small increase is observed for the high¬
est base voltages. The trends of change for the CYE averages are different for x

and y orientation. Overall, one can say that the variation of offset is weak com¬

pared to the change of the terminal currents over several orders of magnitude

(Fig. 2.2). The values obtained for a constant bias in the previous chapter can be

regarded as typical for the high injection condition.

4.3 Temperature Variation

The temperature behavior of the offset mean m and standard deviation s between

-40°C and +140°C is plotted in Fig. 4.3. The offsets arc compared at equal aver-

150 pA .
For both processes, no drastic varia-age collector current sums I(

tion is observed: s decreases by 0.3% to 0.4% and m varies by less than 0.1 Q.

V.
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Fig. 4.3 Temperature dependence of offset mean m and standard deviation s at

1
c

150 /M for standard MTs of both processes.

While Fig. 4.3 refers to the collective offset temperature behavior of a set of

MTs, the variation of individual MT offsets is covered in lag. 4.4. Absolute offset

drifts are on average 0.27% in MAS7 and 0.25% in CYE.
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Fig. 4.4 Histograms of absolute offset drift in standard MTs between -40°C and

+140°CatFc = 150 pA.

4.4 Matching

The matching behavior of MT offset is studied in pairs of standard devices placed
close to each other (Fig. 4.5a) as well as in devices w ith merged base regions and

emitters (Fig. 4.5b).

a) b)

d

M

HCL /N

d

V

M

base

MTl

MT2

MT2 EU

n+

p+

p+
ii+

pwell (MAS7)
nwell (CYE)

Fig. 4.5 a) Pairs of standard Mis placed close to each other with cl = 55 pm

and d = 110 pm in MAS7 as well as d = 44 pm in CYE.

b) Two MTs with merged base region and emitter diffusion E in CYE

with d = 15 pm.

The offsets of MTl and MT2 of each pair are plotted against each other in

Fig. 4.6 from one wafer of each process. The data reveal large offset differences
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4.5 Spatial Distribution

between the two neighboring devices. The results for MAS7 arc obtained from

y oriented MTs and show the systematic influence leading to a non-zero mean

already observed in Section 4.1.
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/%'g. 4.(5 Offsets in MTl and MT2 of each pair plotted against each other for

both processes at 1
c
= /50 pA .

These findings show that influences changing on a scale smaller than the tested

distances d significantly contribute to the overall offset. On the other hand, it is

clear that offset sources changing on a scale much smaller than the terminal edge

length L can only have a weak influence as their effect is integrated along the

edge. Here, L = 1 pm in MAS7 and L = 8 pm in CYE. Therefore it can be con¬

cluded that the critical offset causes leading to the observed mismatch, change on

a scale between a few microns and a few ten microns.

4.5 Spatial Distribution

Section 4.1 covers the numerical offset distribution on a wafer scale but the infor¬

mation on the location of the devices on the wafer is not exploited. This is done

here. The spatial offset distribution over a wafer for v oriented MTs is shown in

Fig. 4.7 for both processes. The devices are arranged in modules. Each module

contains 6 standard MTs which are placed next to each other over a total distance

of about 1.4 mm (Fig. A.4 on page 120). Several of these identically designed
modules are distributed over the w afer. The data in Fig. 4.7 are arranged in a way
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4.5 Spatial Distribution

that shows the variations within the modules as well as over the wafer. Each

graph represents one module and the 6 symbols give the offsets of the 6 devices.

The line in each graph shows the module average.

The offset varies strongly within the modules, for both processes, not showing
characteristic patterns. Small scale variations, as observed in Section 4.4, domi¬

nate this behavior. Additionally, a variation of the mean offset of the modules is

noted. Of particular interest is, in how far this variation between modules is due

to large scale variations over the wafer, which arc present in addition to the small

scale effects. Let us assume that this is not the case and that the small scale

effects also dominate the offset variation over the wafer, i.e. between modules.

Then, the offsets in all modules obey the same probability distribution and varia¬

tions between the modules arc governed by this distribution. Hence, according to

Eqn. (A.4) the mean offset values of the modules containing 6 devices have an

expected standard deviation smaller by a factor I 7 J~6 than the overall standard

deviation. Further, the mean of the standard deviations within the modules is

expected to be equal to the overall standard deviation. These expected values are

compared to measured values in Tab. 4.2. The results obtained for v oriented

MTs, which arc not plotted in Fig. 4.7, are also included. For MAS7, only 5 MTs

in the y orientation arc in a module. The uncertainties are computed according to

Eqn. (A.4) and Eqn. (A.5) as appropriate when treating the mean and standard

deviation of the modules as independent samples.

process,

orien¬

tation

overall

standard

dev. [%]

measured

standard

of averc

expected

moi

deviation

iges 1%]

measured

lules

avera

standard

expected

ge of
devs. [%]

measured

MAS7. x 1.12 ±0.09 0.46 ± 0.04 0.68 ±0.13 1.12 ±0.09 0.96 ± 0.06

MAS7, y 0.89 ± 0.08 0.40 ± 0.04 0.56 ±0.11 0.89 ± 0.08 0.75 ± 0.06

v„ L 1 4. v 0.33 ± 0.02 0.13 ±0.01 0.15 ±0.02 0.33 ± 0.02 0.31 ±0.02

CYE, y 0.43 ± 0.03
,

0.18 ±0.01 0.28 ± 0.05 0.43 ± 0.03 0.35 ± 0.03

Tab. 4.2 Offset statistics overall and for modules as measured and as expected
when assuming equal probability distributions for all modules.
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In most cases, a discrepancy outside or near the uncertainty limits is observed

between measurement and expectation. Therefore, it is likely that large scale

variations between modules contribute to offset in addition to the small scale

effects governing variations within the modules. The module offset averages are

taken as a measure for these large scale variations.

4.6 Summary

In the absence of a magnetic field, AlTs exhibit a relative collector current imbal¬

ance on the order of percent. This offset varies between individual devices. Such

variations usually dominate the statistical behavior except for v oriented MTs in

MAS7 where an additional systematic influence of comparable magnitude is

observed. The offset standard deviation can change by a factor of about two with

base voltage. This change is small by several orders of magnitude compared to

the corresponding variation of the transistor currents. MT offset drift with tem¬

perature is typically about 0.25% between -40 C and +140°C. A strong local mis¬

match of offset between neighboring devices is observed. In addition to this small

scale change, the offset varies on a larger scale over the wafer. This leads to dis-

tinguishing local and global spatial variations, a concept also common for the

analysis of mismatch in FETs. [[21].



5 Analysis of Possible

Offset Causes

Geometrical, material, and biasing asymmetries are identified as possible offset

causes in Section 3.2. This chapter systematically investigates their actual contri¬

butions to offset. The effects are studied according to their region of origin within

the sensor and the nature of their influence (Fig. 5.1).

biasing (5.1)

O

wiring resistance (5.2)

metal contacts (5.3)
surface layer (5.4) -

silicon geometry (5.5)
silicon intrinsic material (5.6)
silicon extrinsic material (5.7)

Fig. 5.1 Types ofpossible offset causes according to the nature of their origin.

The influences of asymmetric electrical boundary conditions caused by biasing
and by wiring resistance are discussed in Section 5.1 and Section 5.2, respec¬

tively. Metal contact effects are studied in Section 5.3 and influence of the sur¬

face oxide layer in Section 5.4. Geometrical errors in the silicon regions are

investigated in Section 5.5. The analysis of silicon material asymmetries is subdi¬

vided. Intrinsic errors originating within the silicon regions are covered in

Section 5.5. Extrinsic errors like a position dependent temperature distribution

T(r) or stress distribution G(r) arc forced upon the silicon regions from outside,

and are dealt with in Section 5.7.
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5 Analysis of Possible Offset Causes

5.1 Biasing

Mismatch of the voltages applied at the two collectors or of the currents applied
to the two base contacts are the only biasing related offset sources potentially rel¬

evant for the results in this thesis. This is because emitter and substrate as well as

the base contacts when biased with voltages are connected to only one source

each. Tab. 5.1 shows that the offset contribution from biasing mismatch is negli¬

gible compared to the typical offsets observed in the previous chapter. The offset

sensitivities were determined from a forced mismatch and the source accuracies

are worst case values as specified for the parameter analyzer used [1471.

terminals

collectors

base

contacts

offset
cause

voltage mismatch

Vpj - \ pj

process

MAS7

current mismatch

CYE

MAS7

CYE

offset

sensitivity

Source

Accuracy

offset by
mismatch

2,0 %/V
±3.6mV

<0.008%

1.5 %/V <0.006%

0A6c/c/%

±0.1%
<0.016%

0.43 f/%% <0.043%

Tab. 5.1 Contributions to offset from mismatch in the collector voltages or the

base currents at Ip = 150 pA.

5.2 Wiring Resistance

This section considers offset caused by a mismatch in wiring resistance that can

be modeled by ohmic series resistances at the transistor terminals. The wiring
consists of off-chip connections as well as on-chip metallization and vias.

On-chip mismatch is caused by layout asymmetries as well as tolerances in metal

resistivity, geometry, and via resistance. Errors in the metal to diffusion contacts

and the silicon regions can also lead to series resistance effects. However, these

errors arc discussed in separate sections as they additionally have a geometry

aspect that cannot be modeled by adding scries resistance to the terminals.

Wiring resistance mismatch can occur at all terminals except the emitter which as

a single terminal only features one wiring. The offset sensitivity to wiring resis¬

tance mismatch is determined by introducing an asymmetric external resistance.
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5.2 Wiring Resistance

Collectors

External collector wiring resistance asymmetries on the order of kQ or higher are

necessary to generate an effect on offset comparable to the typical offset values

(Fig. 5.2). The reason for this is the small voltage drop associated with the rela¬

tively small collector currents. Further, the collector currents depend only weakly

on the collector voltage via the Early effect [64]. The overall on- and off-chip

wiring resistance for the collectors is at most several tens of Ohms with a mis¬

match that is much smaller. Therefore the related offset contribution is negligible.
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Fig. 5.2 Offset change by an additional external resistance in the path ofCp

Base Contacts

The collector currents depend exponentially on the base voltage (Fig. 2.2).

Therefore, a small asymmetry in the voltage drop associated with the base wiring

can lead to a large asymmetry in the collector currents. A resistance mismatch of

10 Q. causes a significant impact if the base contacts arc biased with equal volt¬

ages (Fig. 5.3). At a base bias with equal currents, the device is insensitive to

wiring resistance mismatch as a symmetric transistor base current is ensured

independently of the base series resistance. CYE MTs are 5 to 10 times more sen¬

sitive to mismatch in base series resistance than MAS7 MTs. This is because, for

a given collector current, the base current and, therefore, the related voltage drop

is much larger in CYE than in MAS7 (Fig. 2.2).

The actual offset contribution by base series resistance mismatch for the case of

base voltage biasing is determined by a comparison with the case of base current
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5 Analysis of Possible Offset Causes

biasing, as the latter is insensitive to this error. Offsets obtained under the two

conditions for each MT are plotted against each other in Fig. 5.4.
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5.2 Wiring Resistance

Fig. 5.4 enables conclusions to be drawn some of which go beyond the effect of

mismatch in wiring resistance:

a) Base series resistance effects of any origin are not a dominant offset contribu¬

tion. Otherwise the obvious linear offset correlation between the two biasing
schemes in Fig. 5.4 would not be observed.

b) The non-zero y intercepts of the fits (0.06% in MAS7, 0.35% in CYE) show

systematic influences on base resistance present for all devices. The y intercept is

only significant in CYE and corresponds to a resistance of 3.3 Q, (Fig. 5.3). The

only on-chip systematic influence, which is a designed mismatch in base wiring

length, causes a mismatch below 0.1 n as estimated from the layout and the sheet

resistance. Therefore, the v intercept must be governed by asymmetric external

wiring.

c) The offset difference between the two biasing schemes, after a correction for

the systematic contribution, is a measure of the base scries resistance mismatches

specific to individual devices. The average absolute value of this offset difference

is 0.04% in MAS7 and 0.20^ in CYE corresponding to series resistance mis¬

matches of 5 n and 2 Q, respectively. The offset effect is only significant in CYE.

The resistance contribution from the metal wiring in CYE as estimated from the

worst case measured sheet and via resistance variations over the wafer is below

50 mü. Thus, contact and diffusion resistance variations and possibly resistances

of the probe contacts must dominate this effect.

d) The slopes of the linear fits are 1.04 in MAS7 and 1.39 in CYE. This slope is

governed by the dominating offset causes. The slope near unity in MAS7 implies
that the impact of the dominating contribution does not depend on the biasing
scheme. However, in CYE the slope significantly deviates from unity. Therefore

the dominating contribution does depend on the biasing scheme.

Substrate

The substrate is wired by a single metal line up to the device. Any mismatch in

scries resistance in the short separated metal paths above the diffusion ring

(Fig. A.3) is negligible compared to possible contact or silicon resistance mis¬

matches.
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5 Analysis of Possible Offset Causes

5.3 Metal Contacts

Metal contacts can contribute to offset in two ways: (1) by asymmetric contact

geometry and (2) by asymmetric contact resistance. This is separately discussed

in the following.

Contact Geometry

Metal contacts define the geometry of the electrical boundary to the silicon

regions and therefore affect the 3D carrier flow in the MT. The strongest geomet¬

rical asymmetry is a shift in the contact positions with respect to the diffusions.

Such a shift is caused by tolerances of the photolithographic mask alignment.

Standard MTs with a designed contact misalignment were realized in both pro¬

cesses. This facilitates the determination of the offset sensitivity to this asymme¬

try. Only a shift in the direction in which the device terminals are aligned can

cause offset (Fig. 5.5a). The designed misalignment introduces a systematic error

which affects the mean offset as shown in Fig. 5.5b. More current is drawn at the

collector on the side of the device towards which the contacts are shifted. The

effect is similar for both processes. The slopes of the linear fits give the offset

sensitivities which arc 4.8%/pm in MAS7 and 5.4<://pni in CYE.

a)

mean
offset
[%] CYE P /

// ""MAS7

/
i i
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»4 »4 M-* 14 g§4

\ direction of misalignment

(MAS7) n+ p+ pwell

(CYE) p+ n+ nwell
() 250 500

misalignment [nm]

Fig. 5.5 a) MT with metal contact (CO) misalignment introduced by design,

b) Mean offset versus designed misalignment at Ic = 750pA .

The misalignment that actually occurs during processing was measured optically

by the manufacturers using box-in-box test structures. For one wafer of each pro-
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5.3 Metal Contacts

cess, Fig. 5.6 shows the misalignment between the metal contact layer and the

layer defining the emitter geometry. This is the n+ layer in MAS7 and the diffu¬

sion layer in CYE.
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Fig. 5.6 Measured misalignment (Ax, Ay) of the contact- to the emitter-layer.

MAS7 exhibits overlay errors of up to 500 nm with a systematic contribution in

y direction. Misalignment in CYE is below 100 nm not showing a predominant
direction. The statistics of the misalignment components are given in Tab. 5.2.

Additionally, the corresponding offset is calculated by exploiting the offset sensi¬

tivities determined in Fig. 5.5b. The results show that offset originating from con¬

tact misalignment is a strong contribution. In particular, it can be assumed that

the large mean offset in y direction for MAS7 is dominated by the systematic
misalignment in that direction.

process orientation
misalignment

m ± s

corresponding offset
m±s

MAS7 ï 30 nm ±116 nm 0.14% ±0.56%

MAS7 y 351 nm ± 72 nm 1.68% ±0.35%

CYE v -10 nm ±23 nm -0.05% ±0.12%

CYE V -I nm ± 55 nm -0.01% ±0.30%

Tab. 5.2 Measured misalignment and corresponding offset (mean m ± standard

deviation s).
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5 Analysis of Possible Offset Causes

The misalignment measurements were done on wafers containing MTs to enable

a correlation analysis of offset with misalignment, in Fig. 5.7, the mean offset in

the modules containing several standard MTs (compare Section 4.5) is plotted

against the misalignment measured in the v icinitv. This is done for both orienta-

tions in both processes. Additionally included are the wafer offset averages in

MTs with designed misalignment from Fig. 5.5b. The module averages were

introduced as a measure for large scale offset variations in Section 4.5. Hence,

the correlation of the data in Fig. 5.7 proves that misalignment of the metal con¬

tact to the diffusion layers dominates this large scale offset change.
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Fig. 5.7 Correlation between offset mean and metal contact misalignment
caused by process tolerances m x (*) and y direction (o) and introduced

by design in x direction (*). All data are for Ic = 150 pA .

The bias dependences of the offset sensitiv ities in devices with a designed mis¬

alignment of 500 nm in MAS7 and 300 nm in CYE are given in Fig. 5.8. The

offset sensitivity is relatively stable, for both processes, in the typical operation

range of the MTs at base voltages above about 1 V. At lower base voltages the

offset sensitivity decreases. In MAS7, it even reaches negative values. Further

measurements show that the effect is also negative for a floating substrate. This

varying behavior suggests a complex geometrical effect involving a change in the

mechanism causing offset depending on the biasing condition and the associated

carrier flow densities. The observed bias behavior and the significance of mis¬

alignment as an offset cause likely explains the minimum in the bias dependence
of the offset standard deviation in MAS7 (Fig. 4.1). This is because the sign
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5.3 Metal Contacts

change of the misalignment effect (Fig. 5.8) results in a minimum when observ¬

ing a squared quantity like the standard deviation.
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Fig. 5.8 Base voltage dependence of the offset sensitivity to contact misalign¬
ment.

The effect of metal contact misalignment is simulated numerically for devices of

the MAS7 process based on the model given in Section 2.1 on page 29. The mesh

is generated symmetrically with respect to the mirror plane indicated in Fig. 2.5.

While working with reasonable mesh sizes, this avoids any offset caused by the

discretization which occurs even in the simulation of an ideal device. A small

simulated collector current mismatch of only 0.01% of the collector current sum

is achieved in the absence of intentional asymmetries. A metal contact misaligned
with respect to the emitter diffusion is mimicked without changing the symmetri¬
cal mesh by introducing the misalignment asymmetry via appropriate boundary
conditions at contact zones (Fig. 5.9).

'aligned"' "misaligned'

n+

contact

biased

contact

unbiased

Fig. 5.9 An emitter diffusion with a metal contact divided into separately bias-

able zones allows the numerical simulation of contact misalignment.
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5 Analysis of Possible Offset Causes

The relative change in the electron current density distribution due to a mis¬

aligned emitter metal contact is shown in Fig. 5.10. The asymmetry leading to

current offset at the collectors is created within the emitter. Thus, the offset is due

to asymmetric ohmic voltage drops. These drops arc significant because of the

high current density in the emitter (sec Fig. 2.7). The simulation predicts an

offset of 1.37% per 250 nm misalignment of the metal contact at the emitter. This

agrees very well with the experimentally expected value of 1.31 % at this working

point for a misalignment at all metal contacts. Thus, the offset due to metal con¬

tact misalignment is dominated by the asymmetry caused at the emitter.

c current density <-2 -1 0 1 >2

change [%] HP^" '-—-^ ~-ff\

contact misaligned

Fig. 5.10 Relative change of the electron current density due to an emitter con¬

tact misaligned by 250 nm for a collector current sum oflc = 300 pA.

Contact Resistance

Mismatch of resistance values at nominally symmetric contacts contributes to

non-systematic asymmetry in parasitic series resistance. In Section 5.2, series

resistance effects at the collectors and base contacts in MAS7 are identified as

insignificant. Only in CYE. when the base contacts are biased with a voltage, a

secondary offset effect in the order of 0.2% corresponding to a resistance mis¬

match of 2 n is observed. Worst case measured contact resistance variations over

the wafer, are on the order of 0.5 O. As these values are determined as an average

of contact cascades, larger variations are in principle possible for individual con¬

tacts. This was, however, not studied further due to the secondary nature of the

overall effect and the possibility to avoid it by using matched current sources for

base biasing.

The collector currents also depend on the substrate voltage [72]. Therefore asym¬

metric substrate resistance as, e.g. possible by an asymmetric resistance of the

metal contacts to the substrate can lead to offset. Totally omitting the substrate
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5.4 Surface Oxide Layer

metal contacts on one transistor side in MAS7 (Fig. A.3) leads to an offset

increase of 0.5% at Ic = 150 pA .
While this demonstrates a principle influence,

a significant offset contribution from the small variations due to processing toler¬

ances is unlikely.

Contact resistance can not only vary between contacts but also be inhomoge¬
neous within a single contact. Simulations show that this can cause strong current

inhomogeneities [ 129]. In MTs, such a contact inhomogeneity can introduce an

asymmetry which is potentially critical at the emitter just as contact misalign¬
ment. However, the effect is expected to be significantly smaller than that of con¬

tact misalignment, which can be interpreted as an extreme case of inhomoge¬
neous contact resistance involving sections of infinite resistance in a larger con-

tact (compare Fig. 5.9).

5.4 Surface Oxide Layer

The insulation layer directly covering the silicon in standard MTs is the field

oxide (FOX). In CYE. the FOX also defines the diffusion pattern. However, this

choice is not the only option. Poly-silicon (poly) can be used for the pattern defi¬

nition and gate oxide (GOX) can be used as surface insulation. Several aspects

associated with the surface layer and the pattern definition layer can be relevant

for offset: (l)the surlace recombination rate, (2) the accuracy of the pattern

transfer from the mask to the diffusion defining layer, (3) the geometry of the sur¬

face insulation layer edges, especially at the bird's beak of the FOX, and

(4) stress, especially in the FOX.

In order to investigate the possible offset contributions, several surface and pat¬
tern definition versions were studied in CYE. An overview on the cross-sections

of the considered variations as they appear after diffusion formation is given in

Fig. 5.11. The standard MTs feature FOX for pattern definition as well as insula¬

tion (Fig. 5.11a). The use of GOX as the surface insulation layer automatically
involves using poly for pattern definition (Fig. 5.1 lb). The poly is electrically
connected to the emitter, i.e. the highest potential in the device to avoid an open

field effect channel between emitter and collector. Pattern definition by poly can

also be used in combination with FOX as the governing surface layer
(Fig. 5.11c). In this case, the FOX edge is designed inside the poly edge sepa-
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5 Analysis of Possible Offset Causes

rated according to minimum design rules. In order to directly compare the differ¬

ent design options within one device, asymmetric combinations of the cases b), c)

and a), b) were designed as shown in Fig. 5.1 Id and Fig. 5.1 le, respectively.

a) b)
jf _._.,, ...„.„

Fig. 5.11 Cross sections ofMTs in CYE with diffusion pattern definition and sur¬

face oxide varied bv combinations of FOX, GOX, and poly.

Tab. 5.3 gives an overview of the design variations for the features shown in

Fig. 5.11 as well as the resulting offset statistics for 18 MTs of each kind on the

same wafer at Ic = 150 pA .
The mean and standard deviation for the three sym¬

metrically designed variations (Fig. 5.11a. b, c) agree within the uncertainty lim¬

its. Therefore, the choices of surface material and pattern definition do not

strongly influence the offset behavior.

The transistor's overall behavior is highly influenced by the choice of surface

material. This is demonstrated by the asymmetric designs (Fig. 5.11d,e). FOX as

surface material results in a 20%' smaller collector current than GOX. Possible

reasons for this difference are a restriction of the direct path from the emitter to

the collector by the FOX that partly grows into the silicon. Further, stress in the

FOX can have an effect. The higher offset standard deviation for Fig. 5.1 le com¬

pared to Fig. 5.1 Id is likely caused by the misalignment between the poly- and

the diffusion-masks affecting the matching of the emitter-collector distances

towards left and right.
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5.5 Silicon Regions - Geometrical Errors

Fig. 5.11

pattern clef,

left right

surface mat.

left right

offset mean
m ± s,„ [%]

offset
std. dev.

s ± ss [%]

a) FOX FOX 0.45 ±0.10 0.42 ± 0.07

b) poly G(XX

)X

0.24 ±0.12 0.51 ±0.09

c) poly FC 0.35 ± 0.09 0.39 ± 0.07

d) poly GOX FOX -20.44 ± 0.24 1.00 ±0.17

c) FOX poly FOX GOX 20.46 ± 0.49 2.10 ±0.35

Tab. 5.3 Design variations with measured offsets at Ic = 150 pA .

.5 Silicon Regions - Geometrical Errors

Geometrical errors in the silicon regions refer to asymmetries in the boundaries

between the diffusion regions, i.e. n+, p+. p/n well, and substrate.

Emitter / Collectors / Substrate Contact

The nominal symmetry plane of the MT is defined by the emitter center. Thus,

the layer forming the emitter, which is n+ in MAS7 and p+ in CYE cannot create

an asymmetry by misalignment. The same layer also forms the collectors and the

substrate contact ring. Therefore, all geometrical errors related to these regions
have to be generated within this layer. This is possible by mask tolerances as well

as randomness associated with etching, dopant deposition, diffusion, and photoli¬

thography. The error, that is expected to be most critical in this layer is a mis¬

match in the lateral emitter-collector spacings dECl ^ dEC2 (Fig. 5.12a). This is

because the collector currents depend exponentially on dEC (Fig. 2.12). The

offset sensitivity to a designed emitter-collector spacing mismatch at

Tc = 150pA is 13.9%/pm in MAS7 and 13.6%/pm in CYE (Fig. 5.12b). This

means, a mismatch of only 50 nm generates the significant offset of 0.7%.

The actual spacing mismatch typically occurring due to tolerances is difficult to

determine. The spacing of two diffusions at a distance on the order of 10 pm

needs to be measured with an accuracy in the nm-range. Further, dEC can vary

within one MT along the terminal edges in the x direction. This includes errors
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a)

y

B2 C: E

dFlEC2
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C, B,
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:r.
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(MAS7) n+ p+ pwell

(CYE) p+ 11+ n well

mismatch dEpj - dEC2 [nm]

Fig. 5.12 a) MT with designed emitter-collector spacing mismatch dEpi ^ dEp2-

b) Mean offset as a function of designed mismatch at I
c
= 150 pA .

from asymmetric rounding of corners due to finite photolithographic resolution.

The effective dEC is given by the integral along the edge. The necessary measure¬

ment accuracy is possible using an AFM with interferometric position
detection [130]. Such measurements were performed on the standard

MAS7-MTs. As a measure of the position of the diffusion, the step generated by
the oxidizing dopant drive-in was taken (see Section A. 1). In order to make this

step accessible to the AFM, the CMOS layers covering the silicon were removed.

This needed to be done without significantly affecting the step itself by over-etch¬

ing. Therefore, diluted HE 1:25 showing a high etching selectivity to silicon was

used for the last etching step, i.e. to remove the FOX. The HE solution used con¬

tained an additive for minimal generation of surface roughness (100 ppm of per-

fluorocarbon anion surfactant (CF3CF2CF2CF2CF2CF2COQH) [5 w/o isopropyl
alcohol solution]) 1131]. The mean distance mismatch measured for 6 MTs is

43 nm. Exploiting the offset sensitivity determined in Fig. 5.12b, this corre¬

sponds to an offset of 0.58%. However, this estimation is associated with a rather

large uncertainty as the standard deviations of the individual mismatches taken

from several measurements on different y positions are up to 35 nm due to the

flatness and roughness of the steps.

In order to further investigate offset contributions arising from a mismatch in the

emitter-collector spacing, the bias dependence of the effect is considered. The

offset sensitivity increases towards lower base voltages (Fig. 5.13). This change
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5.5 Silicon Regions - Geometrical Errors

is particularly strong in CYE. The offset standard deviation in CYE-MTs without

intentional asymmetry also increases towards lower base voltages (Fig. 4.2). This

is consistent with a strong contribution from emitter-collector spacing mismatch.

In MAS7, the behavior of the standard deviation is dominated by metal contact

misalignment (Section 5.3), which disguises a possible contribution from an

emitter-collector spacing mismatch.

0.5 1 1.5 2

base-emitter voltage VBL [V]
o

0.5 1 1.5 2 2.5

emitter-base voltage VEB | VI

Fig. 5.13 Base voltage dependence of offset sensitivity to emitter-collector spac¬

ing mismatch determined for a designed mismatch of 0.5 pm in MAS7

and 0.3 pm in CYE.

A further influence on the offset that is associated with the geometry of the layer

defining the emitter can come from asymmetries in the depth of the emitter. This

affects the gain of the parasitic substrate transistor, which is coupled to the lateral

collectors. Due to its indirect nature, this contribution can be expected to be

weaker than the direct lateral errors discussed above. Geometrical tolerances in

the substrate contact ring in principle affect the substrate resistance. However,

this is negligible compared to the errors associated with the intrinsic transistor.

Base Region

The base region can be misaligned to the emitter. For \ oriented devices, only a

shift along the x axis can create an asymmetry with respect to the collectors

(Fig. 5.14). However, no effect on offset could be detected even with a designed
base region extension bcxl = 10 pm in MAS7, w Inch is about 50 times the worst

case misalignment. This is because only the boundary far away from the device

center "behind" the collectors is asymmetric, which is not critical for the overall

current symmetry.
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exl

|* MAS7 CYE

! [ | 11+ p+

: ÏZ3 P+ n+

j fff] p well n well

Fig. 5.14 MT layout with designed base region asymmetries described by /?ex] 2-

The spacings dBj > are discussed in the next paragraph.

Intra-layer tolerances in base region geometry are another potential influence on

offset. They can affect the lateral as well as the vertical base to substrate junction.
A generic version of such an error was designed in CYE. On one side, the lateral

extension of the base region was increased by bex2 = I pm. A corresponding
increase of the average offset to 0.9% is observed at Ic= 150 pA. This demon¬

strates the principle influence of such errors. Vertical depth variations of the base

region are likely to have more effect as the dominant current flow is vertical.

However, geometrical tolerances associated with processing are expected to be

below 50 nm and not systematically on one side only. Therefore, such errors are

not likely to contribute significantly.

Base Contacts

Asymmetric positions of the base contacts with respect to the emitter lead to

asymmetric lengths of the ohmic paths for the base current in the highly resistive

base region. Therefore, this error contributes to an asymmetric base series resis¬

tance. As shown in Section 5.2, scries resistance effects are not critical if the base

contacts are biased at equal currents. For biasing with equal voltages, asymmetry
in base series resistance is found not to be critical for MAS7. It is of secondary

impact and on the order of 0.2% offset for CYE (Section 5.2). In CYE, the base

contact, as the emitter, is defined by the FOX. Thus, only the small intra-layer
geometrical errors can contribute. For a designed shift in position of 300 nm an

offset change of 0.5% is measured at 1
c
= 150 pA when biasing the base con¬

tacts with a voltage. Errors induced by processing tolerances are expected to be

below 50 nm and therefore contribute by less than 0.1%. It is interesting to note

that even for base biasing with equal currents, an asymmetry can be observed.

When introducing, by design, the very large increase of dB} = dB2 + 5 pm

yexi

y

4

x dB2

-*

dB\

D
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(Fig. 5.14) in MAS7, an offset change of 0.7% is created for Tc = 150 pA .
This

cannot be due to ohmic scries resistance effects. Likely, the position of the base

contact influences offset bv affecting the potential distribution in the base region

which acts on minority carriers. However, measured worst case misalignment is

0.25 pm. Therefore an uncontrolled offset contribution below 0.05% is expected.

Emitter Guard Ring

The standard MTs in this thesis do not have an emitter guard ring. Devices with

such a ring (SSIMTs) fabricated in CYE show superior magnetic sensitivity

(Tab. 2.1). This section investigates the influence of the guard ring on offset.

Mean m, standard deviation s, and mean of the absolute value mahs of the offsets

as well as of the equivalent offsets arc given in Tab. 5.4 for 18 SSIMTs in CYE.

For comparison, results for 18 standard MTs in close proximity are included. The

presence of the guard ring increases the offset by a factor of about four. This

means that despite their higher sensitivity, SSIMTs exhibit approximately dou¬

bled equivalent offset when compared to conventional MTs.

device

SSIMT

MT

guard

yes

no

sensitivity

[%/T]
'

offset [%J

m ±s

50.7 -0.50 ± 1.55

29.1 0.13 ±0.38

mab s

1.24

0.34

eqiiiv. offset [mT]

m ±s

-9.9 ± 30.6

4.5 ± 13.1

mabi

24.5

11.7

Tab. 5.4 SSIMT and MT behavior in CYE at lc = 95 pA.

For the formation of the emitter guard ring, n+ as well as p+ regions are defined

within the same active area (Fig. 5.15). Hence, n+ and p+ are not self-aligned by

FOX as usually in CYE (see Section A. 1). A misalignment of the guard-emitter

junction with respect to FOX is possible. Such a misalignment affects the width

of the guard ring and the spacing between the emitter-base and base-collector

junctions. This can lead to offset.

The effective position of the guard-emitter junction relative to the FOX, in princi¬

ple, depends on the mutual misalignments of all three involved masks. Experi¬

mentally, a correlation is found between the individual offsets of the SSIMT and
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Fig. 5.15 Cross section of the central SSIMT region including the masks usedfor

pattern definition in CYE.

the misalignment of FOX with respect to p+ measured in close proximity to the

device (Fig. 5.16).

misalignment p+ to FOX [nm] collector current sum Ic [pA]

Fig. 5.16 a) Offset in CYE SSIMTs versus measured guard misalignment (*) and

mean offset versus a designed misalignment (o) at Ic = 95 pA .

b) Collector current dependence of offset mean with designed guard

misalignment of200 nm.

The data are in line with the average offsets in SSIMTs containing a designed
misalignment of FOX with n+/p+. The offset sensitivity is 39%/pm. The

observed correlations demonstrate that the overall offset in SSIMTs is dominated

by a misalignment of the guard ring. The dependence of the average offset on the

collector current sum in an SSIMT with designed guard misalignment is shown

in Fig. 5.16b. The influence on offset is even stronger for lower collector cur¬

rents.
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5.6 Silicon Regions - Intrinsic Material Errors

Intrinsic material errors are asymmetries of material properties that originate
within the silicon. These origins are related to doping concentration, other impu¬

rities, and crystal defects. The errors can be present in the starting material or be

generated during processing - in particular during doping region formation. The

physical parameters affected, which are directly related to charge transport, are

carrier concentration, mobility and lifetime. A variation of these parameters

affects all aspects of the MT behavior. This includes the injection conditions at

the junctions, the base transport of minority carriers as well as the ohmic resis¬

tances in the emitter, base, collector, and substrate paths within the silicon and in

the contacts to the metal. Intrinsic material parameter asymmetries cannot easily
be introduced in a controlled way externally or by design to determine the offset

sensitivities in MTs. Therefore, indirect estimations arc necessary.

In CYE, evidence is found for the significance of doping variations for MT per¬

formance. This is elaborated in the following. The experimental basis for doping
variations arc sheet resistance measurements. Sheet resistances arc integral mea¬

sures in the direction orthogonal to the chip surface. Therefore, variations in

doping concentration are not separated from junction depth variations. Thus, the

distinction between material and geometrical doping variations becomes blurred.

Experimentally it is observed that the total collector current of the standard MT

correlates with the p+ sheet resistance measured in close proximity. This is

shown in Fig. 5.17, where the collector current is given as DIC = (Ic - Ic)/Ic,
i.e. as the relative deviation from its wafer average /r. The slope of the linear fit

is -36%/OQ/D). The MTs are compared at equal base voltages. A similar correla¬

tion is also found when comparing the devices at equal base currents. However,

the magnitude of the influence is different. This is directly demonstrated by plot¬

ting the deviations Dip at equal base voltages VB and equal base currents 1B
against each other (Fig. 5.17b). The values for IB and VB are chosen to achieve

equal average collector currents /c-. The deviation of the slope from unity dem¬

onstrates the presence of a different influence.

The terminal currents other than the collector current also exhibit correlations

with the p+ sheet resistance. However, the influence is weaker, i.e. the slopes are

smaller, as shown in Fig. 5.17a. For voltage biasing at the base, a slope of

-13 %/(D/D) is found for the current at the emitter, -5 ^/(Ü/D) at the base, and
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p+ sheet resistance Rpi [Q/D] deviation DIC at equal IB\%\

Fig. 5.17 a) Relative deviation of the total collector current from the wafer mean

for 18 standard CYE MTs compared at equal base voltages versus the

p+ sheet resistance.

b) Collector current variation compared at equal base voltages as

opposed to equal total base currents plotted against each other

-15 %/(Q/D) at the substrate. The observed influence of p+ sheet resistance on

the MT currents is expected to originate in the emitter. Ohmic effects in the col¬

lectors or the substrate ring are too weak to create a sufficiently strong effect as is

estimated using the offset sensitivities determined with intentional asymmetries.

The correlation of the collector current with the p+ sheet resistance (Fig. 5.17a)
allows an order of magnitude estimation of the influence of p+ doping inhomoge-

ncity on offset. Let us imagine that the magnetotransistor is split in two halves of

different p+ sheet resistances, i.e. a step function in the sheet resistance is

assumed. Then, an offset of 1% is caused by a sheet resistance difference of

l%/(36/2)%/(0/D) = 0.06 LVD between the left and right transistor halves. This

is a relative resistance change of 0.06 O/D / 40 D/D = 0.15% corresponding to

a variation of 0.15% in the peak doping concentration when assuming an unaf¬

fected doping depth. Interpolation between the sheet resistances measured over

the wafer does not correspond to a sufficiently high doping asymmetry within a

device. However, in addition to the large scale doping variation covered by sheet

resistance measurements, small scale doping variations can also be present. It is

known that small scale doping variations do occur in CMOS diffusion regions
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and cause mismatch in FET performance [123]. |92]. This is especially critical in

analog circuit design [124]. Implant variations have also been shown to contrib¬

ute significantly to offset m dual dram FETs [122]. Statistical dopant fluctuations

are particularly critical in deep sub-micron devices 11251, 1126].

An indirect indication for the significance of p+ sheet resistance variations as an

offset source in MTs is given by comparing the slopes in Fig. 5.17b and

Fig. 5.4b. The influence of the p+ resistance on the total collector current is

higher by a factor of 1.27 when comparing the MTs at equal base voltages as

opposed to equal base currents (Fig. 5.17b). In Fig. 5.4b it is demonstrated that

the influence of the dominating offset contribution is increased by a factor of 1.39

when changing the biasing at the two base contacts - i.e. the two "halves" of the

transistor - from equal current to equal voltage. This is an indication that this bias

dependence as in Fig. 5.17b is related to doping variations. A possible explana¬
tion for the observed bias scheme dependence is the base conductivity modula¬

tion by the injected carriers [58]. This affects the base series resistance, which

has no further influence if the base is biased with a current source. However,

when the base is biased by a voltage, the altered base resistance leads to an

altered base current which amplifies the effect on the collector currents.

A similar offset contribution as from vary ing emitter doping can also be expected
from varying base doping as the carrier behavior at the emitter-base junction is

determined by the relationship of the doping levels on both sides. Possibly, the

substrate doping underneath the MT is also relevant because of the occurrence of

the base pushout effect. Further, it seems probable that the influence of doping

inhomogeneities is not a unique feature of CYE and is also present in MAS7.

However, the offset dependence on the base biasing scheme is not observed for

MAS7 (Fig. 5.4a). This is likely because the base currents arc much smaller than

in CYE (Fig. 2.2) and, therefore, the base resistance is less of an influence.

Implantation Angle

The p+ implant is responsible for a systematic offset contribution in CYE. The

implantation is usually done under a tilt of cp - 7
'

in the y: plane with respect to

the z direction (Fig. 5.18a). This reduces channeling |95J. however, at the

expense of introducing an asymmetry to v oriented MTs. The effect is demon¬

strated by comparing the mean offsets on wafers implanted at different angles (p

(Fig. 5.18b). The offset increases with increasing implant angle. The offset sensi-
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tivity estimated from the slope of a linear fit is 0.04%/°. One of the wafers was

implanted at 7° with respect to the ; axis but in the xz plane. The angle (p is

defined as the projection of the implantation direction onto the yz plane. This

wafer was therefore included at (p = 0°in Fig. 5.18b. The result shows that a tilt in

the xz plane cannot introduce an asymmetry to the y oriented MTs. The mecha¬

nism for the asymmetric operation is presumably associated with edge effects

such that the doping concentration near the implant window boundaries depends

on the tilt direction of the implantation beam. This would occur at all windows,

i.e. at the emitter and the collectors. Nevertheless, an asymmetric operation fol¬

lows as emitter and collector are not equivalent in a transistor. The offset contri¬

bution as present in CYE does not occur in MAS7 because the n+ and p+ dopants

are not introduced by implantation but by deposition from a liquid source.

a) b)

v^.

0.4

slope 0.036%/°

•

o

o

0.2
y S

/

0
A'

i i i i i i i i i i I I

0 7 11

implant angle <p [°]

Fig. 5.18 a) p+ implantation under an angle (pin the yz plane.

b) Offset wafer mean versus implantation angle (pat Ic = 150 fiA

.7 Silicon Regions - Extrinsic Material Errors

Extrinsic material errors induce asymmetries in silicon material properties that

are present within the MT but with origins from the outside. These origins can be

asymmetric thermal or mechanical stress conditions.

Thermal Effects

The sensitivity of offset to a temperature gradient over the MT is determined in a

device with integrated heat sources and temperature sensors. Fig. 5.19 shows the
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5.7 Silicon Regions - Extrinsic Material Errors

schematic layout of such a device fabricated in MAS7. On each side of a standard

MT, meandering molybdenum (moly) structures (FI] and Ho) are placed. Molyb¬

denum is the gate material in MAS7 (Section A.l). H{ and Ho can be resistively

heated separately which enables the generation of asymmetric MT temperature

distributions in the \ direction. Moly-resistors Tlo, Tj, T2| and T90 are used as

temperature sensors via their change in resistance with temperature. Interpola¬

tions between the temperatures measured at the different sensors provide esti¬

mates for the temperature gradient over the MT. The temperature sensors are cal¬

ibrated by externally heating the chip uniformly. To ensure a good thermal con¬

tact, the heaters and monitors are separated from the silicon by gate oxide only.

H,

x

ö D

MT

D n d

r ,,-p „^ r_p

Mo Mi Mi Mo

H,

n+

p+

p well

moly

Fig. 5.19 MT with integrated heaters (Hjj) and temperature sensors Tj 20/1,21

A heating power of 470 111W in one of the heaters generates a temperature gradi¬

ent of 40 mK/pm interpolated between T]o and T2o. The offset depends linearly

on this gradient with an offset sensitivity of 0.011 %/(mK/pm) at

7c = 300pA [132]. A similar offset sensitivity of 0.013 %/(mK/pm) is found

when Th and T2l are used to estimate the gradient.

These results show that a rather large asymmetric heating power of several hun¬

dred mW next to the MT is necessary to generate a significant effect on offset. If

such heat sources are avoided in the vicinity of the device no significant exter¬

nally generated temperature asymmetry is present. Thermal asymmetries origi¬

nating within the Ml' can be avoided by symmetrical routing of the wirings.
Effects from misaligned wirings as caused by mask alignment tolerances could
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5 Analysis of Possible Offset Causes

not be observed when intentionally introduced. If, further, the chip has a homoge¬
neous thermal contact to the package, thermal effects arc not expected to contrib¬

ute significantly to offset.

Mechanical Stress

Mechanical stress is known to be a dominant offset source in Hall

devices [139], [140]. Stress also influences BIT performance 1142] and can

therefore be responsible for MT offset. A full theory of stress effects - even for a

ID-BIT with short base width - is still a topic of current research 1141]. There¬

fore, the stress related studies in this thesis, involving asymmetry in a complex

bipolar 3D carrier flow, will remain empirical.

The offset sensitivity to uniaxial tensile stress parallel to the chip plane is deter¬

mined using a four-point bending bridge (Fig. 5.20) [133J. For this purpose, a

strip was cut out of a silicon wafer processed in MAS7. In its center it contains an

MT with collectors oriented in \ and y directions. The strip is bent resulting in a

tensile stress near the surface in i direction. This stress is approximated by

a, = 3htEf((l-Cv2)(2L02 - 6LnL,)) [133]. where E = 169 GPa is Young's modulus

of silicon in the <110> direction 1134], which is the crystal orientation for the

long axis of the strip (\ direction). / is the wafer thickness, // the vertical shift of

the lower fixed points of the bridge relative to the unbent position. L1 and L0 are

the radius from the center to the inner fixed points and the spacing between the

inner and outer fixed points, respectively, v = 0.055 is Poisson's ratio for silicon

in the <110> direction [134) and C is a correction factor between 0 and 1

accounting for the strip geometry f 133]. However, it can be assumed Cv2 = 0 as

this leads to calculated stresses, c% that agree within less than a percent with

results from numerical simulations using the FEAi-tool SOLIDIS 1135]. Further,

the numerical simulation predicts a stress in the y direction, which is lower by a

factor of 80 than in the x direction.

silicon (5

<X .MT
mmm

——-—__

~~^2^.ti

|1| fixed point t
I

Mo »

— >-

M-

^ I
y

Fig. 5.20 Four-point bending bridge to apply controlled mechanical stress o%
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5.7 Silicon Regions - Extrinsic Material Errors

Stresses ax of up to 180 MPa were applied. The offset changes linearly with

stress, however, with rather small offset sensitivities (Tab. 5.5). The main result

from Tab. 5.5 is that a much stronger influence is exerted on the collector current

sum than on offset. Hence, a spatially asymmetric stress distribution within the

MT acting differently on the two collector current branches is particularly critical

for offset.

collector

orientation

offset sensitivity

doff

da,

collector current sensitivity

d(Ic//c(o = 0))

da,

x

y

0.14 %/100 MPa 10.9%/100 MPa

0.028 %/l00 MPa 7.0 %/100 MPa

Tab. 5.5 Offset and collector current sensitivity to uniaxial tensile stress for

constant base voltage at lp((J = 0) = 150 pA for the MAS7 process.

Spatial asymmetries in stress can originate from asymmetrically placed or asym¬

metrically stressed CMOS layers. This is known to affect MOSFET

performance [136], [137], [138]. The effect of asymmetric overlying layers on

MT offset is investigated by introducing them by design in CYE (Fig. 5.21). The

additional structures are kept electrically floating. In order to introduce metal 1

c)

metal 2

d)
W//s

B gII M

pad
-~Y//A

b)

11 m Ci%>
/

.

c)
metal 2

m m ipi m

0
poly

lÄ

11 metal 1

HI p+ n+ n well

m

m m

CO

SI H

metal I

Fig. 5.21 Design variations with CYE overlying layers covering the device asym¬

metrically.
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asymmetries (Fig. 5.21e,f), an MT with a strip emitter design (to be introduced in

Section 6.3) is chosen. This is because metal 1 in standard MTs cannot be placed
on one side of the emitter only, as it is used as the emitter wiring.

Tab. 5.6 gives the offset mean and uncertainty (Eqn. (A.4)) for the design varia¬

tions and for reference structures without extra layers placed in close proximity.
All the asymmetric structuies show elevated offsets. A particularly strong influ¬

ence is found in the cases of the wide metal 1 or metal 2 layers (Fig. 5.21 b,f).

The influence gets even stronger for lower currents. In the case of Fig. 5.2If the

average offset is 6.7%) at Ic = 1 pA .

ffset@ Ip = 150 pA
m ± s,„ [%]

0.57 ± 0.11

1.69 ± 0.09

0.65 ± 0.08

0.53 ± 0.08

0.17 ± 0.10

0.57 ± 0.08

3.13 ± 0.06

0.30 ± 0.06

Fig. 5.21
asymmetric

layer

a ! metal 2

b metal 2

c pol y 2

d pad opening

as a,b,c,d

e metal 1

f metal 1

as e,f _

Tab. 5.6 Offset in CYE-Mls with asymmetric overlying layers at Ic — 150pA .

The results demonstrate that stress originating from asymmetrically placed over¬

lying layers influences the offset. Therefore the vicinity of the MT needs to be

designed symmetrically. The extent to which this is necessary needs to be deter¬

mined by further investigations. Asy mmetric stress, in principle, can also be gen¬

erated by overlying layers misaligned during photolithography. Yet, as these

errors lead to very small asymmetries compared to the above cases, a significant
influence is unlikely and could not be observed when introduced intentionally.
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5.8 Summary

Possible causes for offset in MTs have been systematically investigated. Biasing

asymmetries contribute negligibly. The offset contribution from a random mis¬

match in series resistance at the base when biased with voltage is 0.2% in the

CYE process. This error does not occur if the base contacts are biased with equal
currents. Metal contact misalignment shows an offset sensitivity of approxi¬

mately 5%/pni. The actual offset contribution is particularly strong in the MAS7

process due to large misalignments of up to 0.5 pm. Variation of the surface

material between FOX and GOX as well as the diffusion pattern definition layer
between FOX and poly-silicon does not significantly influence the offset. A mis¬

match in emitter-collector spacing exhibits an offset sensitivity of almost

14%/pm and is therefore highly critical. Misalignment of the guard ring domi¬

nates the overall offset behavior of SSIMTs. Despite the improved sensitivity,
this leads to an approximate doubling of the equivalent offsets of SSIMTs com¬

pared to MTs. A dominating influence of small scale doping variations is sug¬

gested by indirect evidence in CYE. Heat sources on the order of several hundred

mW are needed in the proximity of the sensor for the offset to be influenced from

an asymmetric temperature distribution. Offset is influenced by stress, especially
if it is asymmetric as introduced by asymmetrically placed overlying layers.

The critical offset causes are summarized in Tab. 5.7. The dominant large scale

and systematic offset contributions have been determined by direct correlation of

MT offset and independently characterized errors. The listed critical small scale

contributions are as expected from indirect evidence due to the lack of compre¬

hensive independent error characterization. The suppression of the offset contri¬

butions from the critical sources has the highest priority in the offset reduction

measures discussed in the next chapter.

large scale I systematic small scale

metal contact misalignment • doping variations

non-orthogonal implantation (CYE)

guard misalignment (SSIMT)

emitter-collector distance mismatch

Tab. 5.7 Critical contribution s to MT offset.
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6 Offset Reduction

Following the characterization of offset and its causes in the previous two chap¬

ters, this knowledge is now exploited for offset reduction. Only methods that do

not significantly increase the system cost are considered. Thus, measures like cal¬

ibration or extra processing steps are excluded. While the previous two chapters
focussed on the electrical offset to understand its causality, it is now necessary to

consider the equivalent offset to minimize the offset induced measurement error.

Improvements by optimized biasing and fabrication are discussed in Section 6.1

and Section 6.2, respectively. Possibilities to reduce the influence of offset causes

by an improved design are presented in Section 6.3. The aspects covered in detail

are variations of emitter-collector spacing, emitter shape and contact position,
device edge length, self-alignment of an emitter guard, as well as emitter-col lee-

tor switching. All these approaches rely on the basic MT signal, which is an

imbalance of two collector currents. Combining multiple signals to an overall

output with reduced offset is discussed in Section 6.4. The considered measures

are a differential arrangement, array averaging and Fourier transformation.

6.1 Biasing

In MAS7, the lowest offset is achieved if the MT is biased in the transition region
between low and high injection (Fig. 4.2). This is due to the metal contact mis¬

alignment offset contribution changing its sign (Fig. 5.8). However, the benefit

for the equivalent offset is weakened by a reduced magnetic sensitivity

(Fig. 2.11). In CYE, high injection conditions arc advantageous in terms of the

offset and the sensitivity (Fig. 4.2, Fig. 2.11). Biasing the two base contacts with

equal currents is preferred over equal voltages in CYE to avoid influence from

wiring resistance mismatch (Fig. 5.3. Fig. 5.4).

6.2 Improved Fabrication

The CMOS fabrication process is optimized to produce a certain type of circuitry
at a competitive cost. Therefore, minimization of processing tolerances, which
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might seem the most straightforward approach for offset reduction, is usually

hardly possible, in particular when working with a commercial CMOS process.

An option available without adding cost or affecting the circuitry is to perform all

masking steps with the same mask aligner, preferably the most accurate, which is

qualified for the process. This was actually done for the CYE wafers character¬

ized in this thesis and likely contributed to the low overlay errors observed

(Fig. 5.6). The best fabrication related approach against metal contact misalign¬
ment is to select a process featuring self-aligned metal contacts [1001. Packaging
stress influences are reduced by the proper choice of die bonding

technology [143]: Eutectic bonding to ceramic substrates has been identified as a

major source for stress-induced MOS transistor mismatch whereas for polyimide
bonded dies, no significant influence on matching was found.

6.3 Design Optimization

Some general guidelines to be followed when designing for low offset are briefly
mentioned before addressing the major issues, birst of all, the actual MT struc¬

ture should be designed symmetrically (Fig. A.3). Additionally the surroundings
of the transistor should be designed symmetrically to avoid possible influence by
mechanical stress. The size of the area in which this is necessary and the layers
for which this applies requires study in further experiments. Asymmetric heat

sources on the order of 100 mW or above should be avoided close to the sensor.

Minimum feature sizes for diffusions and metal contacts should be avoided to

limit geometrical errors at corners due to finite photolithographic resolution.

Emitter-Collector Spacing
The emitter-collector spacing dEC is a strong parameter that influences the MT

currents (Fig. 2.4) as well as the magnetic sensitivity (Fig. 2.12). The spacing

dpp was kept constant at 15 pm for MAS7 and 10 pm for CYE in the offset char¬

acterization and analysis in Chapter 4 and Chapter 5. In this section, variations of

dEC arc considered. The mean absolute values of offset as a function of dEC for

both processes are given in Fig. 6.1. The devices w ith different dEC are compared
under two different condition^: equal average collector current sum and equal

average emitter current. For CYE, no significant variation of offset is observed

(Fig. 6. lb). For MAS7, the offset gets smaller for smaller dEC below715 pm. This

is due to the bias dependence of the offset in MAS7. which exhibits a minimum
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o

= 150 pA

o: Ip= 10 mA

0.75

0.5

0.25
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E-C spacing dEC [pm]

0

: Ic - 150 p

o: Ip = 10 ml

A

CYE

V

o><%C

1

\

0 5 10 15

E-C spacing dEC [pm]

Fig. 6.1 Mean absolute value maj)S of offset versus emitter-collector spacing

dj2p. The dotted lines give the standard dEC.

when sweeping the base voltage (see Fig. 4.2). For the various spacings dEC, this

minimum occurs for different device currents leading to an offset variation when

comparing for equal currents.

The magnetic sensitivity increases roughly linearly with the emitter-collector

spacing dEp (Fig. 2.12). Together with the results of Fig. 6.1, this causes the

equivalent offset to significantly decrease with increasing dEC for CYE and for

MAS7 when compared at IE = 10 mA (Fig. 6.2). Thus, the emitter-collector

H

80

60

40

a)

1 20

a*

0

MAS7

: Ic = 150 pA

o: Ip = 10 mA

0 5 10 15 20 25

E-C spacing dEC [pm] E-C spacing dEC [pm]

Fig. 6.2 Mean absolute value mahs of equivalent offset versus emitter-collector

spacing dEC. The dotted lines give the standard dEC.
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spacing is an important parameter for offset reduction. Before selecting a spacing

clEp it is necessary to consider the common base current gain, i.e. the power effi¬

ciency for a given collector current level, which decreases exponentially with

increasing dEC (Fig. 2.4). Thus, the choice of dEC for a given process is based on

a balance between low power, high sensitivity (Fig. 2.12), and low equivalent
offset (Fig. 6.2), according to the specifications given by the target application.

Emitter Shape and Contact Position

Misalignment of the emitter metal contact is a major offset source, especially in

MAS7 (Section 5.3). This offset contribution can be reduced by an optimized
emitter layout and metal contact position [127]. Fig. 6.3 shows an improved
device type having a strip-shaped emitter with metal contacts placed at its ends.

y

B^ C,

—i version

C, B

base

n+

p+

p well

m CO
-version

Fig. 6.3 Layout ofMl1 in MAS7 with improved emitter design and metal contact

positions. Two different versions ofp well shapes were designed.

The offset in the devices of Fig. 6.3 is lower by a factor of four to five than in the

standard MTs with the same orientation on the same wafer (Tab. 6.1; compare to

Tab. 4.1 MAS7, wafer m3A, v direction). This reduction effect is observed essen¬

tially independent of temperature between -40 and +140°C. The improved MT

shows the same magnetic sensitivity, high signal linearity and low in-plane

cross-sensitivity as the conventional MT. Therefore, full advantage can be taken

of the small offset. The MT in Fig. 6.3 exhibits a reduced offset sensitivity to

metal contact misalignment. It is determined as 1.0(7/pm at Ic = 150 pA from

devices with a designed error. This is lower by a factor of 5 than in standard MTs

(Fig. 5.5). As for the standard MT, the influence of contact misalignment varies

with bias including a sign change between low and high injection conditions

(compare Fig. 5.8a). At Ic = 150 pA the offset sensitivity is still influenced by
this transition. It rises to 2vf/um for I, I mA
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device

version 1

version 2

offset [%]

m ± s

0.13 ±0.23

0.22 ±0.23

mabs

0.22

0.25

Tab. 6.1 Offset mean m, standard deviation s and mean absolute value ma!:)S in

the devices with improved layout (Fig. 6.3) at lc = 150 pA .

The nature of the reduction in the high injection regime in MAS7 is studied by

numerical simulation using the technique described in Section 5.3. The simula¬

tion predicts an offset of 0.5% at 250 nm misalignment (Fig. 6.4). The current

density is most influenced in the vicinity of the emitter metal contact whereas the

central emitter section opposite the collectors is only weakly affected. Carriers

injected near the emitter center have a higher probability of reaching the collector

due to the shorter path in the base region. On the other hand, the injection density

is strongest around the metal contacts and decreases with distance from these

contacts due to the ohmic voltage drop in the emitter. Thus, the collector current

and its symmetry are the product of a complex superposition of carriers injected

along the edges of the emitter. It depends on the device geometry, the emitter

sheet resistance and the minority carrier lifetime in the base.

c~ current density

change [%]

<-2 -1 0 1 >2

Fig. 6.4 Relative change of electron current density due to an emitter contact

misaligned by 250 nm at Ip = 560 pA.

Similar devices as in Fig. 6.3 were also designed in CYE. However, the offset

sensitivity in that case is only reduced to 4.5%/pm at Ic= 150 pA compared to

5.4%/um in the standard MT (Fig. 5.5). This shows that due to the complex
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effects described above, a process specific geometry optimization is necessary.

As the contribution of contact misalignment is more severe in MAS7, this pro¬

cess is the focus for the remainder of this section.

Several geometrical parameters for the diffusions and the metal contacts arc

varied in simulations [73]. The corresponding otfset due to metal contact mis¬

alignment as well as the emitter current are given in Fig. 6.5:

a) Offset is reduced by an increased length L of the diffusion regions for E, C\ 2,

and Bj 2 including their metal contacts. Ip is affected only weakly, which means
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Fig. 6.5 Offset and emitter current for sunulated MT layout variations in MAS7

with emitter metal contacts misaligned by 250 mn (compared at

Ic = 400 pA).
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that the emitter current density is reduced. This results in smaller ohmic voltage

drops in the emitter leading to lower offset.

b) Varying the metal contact length Lco in an emitter of constant diffusion edge

length L = 30 pm (C L2
and B

| 2: L=l pm) demonstrates that the offset reduc¬

tion observed in a) relics on the increased emitter metal contact length.

c) For the same diffusion layout as in b). offset is also reduced when moving
emitter metal contacts of length 4 pm away from the emitter center (see also

Fig. 6.4). In this case, the injection from the central emitter section closest to the

collectors is less influenced by the asymmetric metal contact. The emitter diffu¬

sion in Fig. 6.4 is additionally narrowed in the central section. According to sim¬

ulations, this further reduces the offset by 0.1% compared to a straight emitter

diffusion edge.

d) Varying the emitter contact lengths L\-0 w ith fixed ends away from the center

superimposes the effects of a) and c). This leads to only a weak effect on offset

for the variations simulated.

e) Reducing the margins ACO of the emitter metal contact at constant emitter dif¬

fusion geometry leads to reduced offset while // remains constant. Presumably, a

smaller fraction of the electrons eventually reaching the substrate flows laterally
in the emitter. This reduces the lateral ohmic voltage drops in the emitter which

leads to reduced offset.

f) Increasing the emitter width wE at constant metal contact margins of

ACO = 1.5 pm and constant emitter-collector spacing hardly affects the offset. IE
is increased due to increased vertical injection as well as lateral injection orthog¬
onal to the collector direction i.e. without benefit for Ip. Minimal wE can be

chosen to minimize the power consumption without effect on offset from contact

misalignment.

Overall, it can be concluded that a long and narrow emitter shape is favorable

with long metal contacts not placed directly opposite the collectors with a mini¬

mal margin to the diffusion.

Large Device Edge Length
In both processes studied, effects that are varying on a small spatial scale, on the

order of microns to tens of microns strongly contribute to offset (Section 4.4).
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For FETs, it is known that the standard deviation of threshold mismatch caused

by random errors is decreased in larger devices [124]. Fig. 6.6 shows the layout
of an MT with a terminal edge length L considerably larger than the scale of the

small scale variations. Hence, the influence of such variations is expected to be

suppressed as they are averaged along the edge. Additionally, the relative contri¬

bution of asymmetrically rounded corners due to limited photolithographic reso¬

lution is reduced. MTs with edge lengths L = 154 pm and L= 192 pm were fabri¬

cated in MAS7 and CYE. respectively. The substrate contacts Sub [2 arc designed

as strips and not as a ring (compare Fig. A.3) to prevent a substrate voltage drop
in the \ direction. Otherwise, the current density would be unevenly distributed

along they direction edge.

y.

<r
L

i II

x

Sub j

E

CA

B2

Subo

MAS7 CYE

n+ p+

p+ n+

p well n well

CO CO

Fig. 6.6 Layout ofMT with long terminal edge length L.

The offset in long edge devices as a function of the collector current is plotted in

Fig. 6.7. For CYE, a much smaller offset is found than for MAS7. In MAS7 the

offset is limited by the large misalignment of the metal contacts (Fig. 5.6a). This

misalignment is not varying on a small scale and its effect is therefore not aver¬

aged out along the edge. The high absolute mean value is due to the systematic

misalignment in the y direction (Fig. 5.6a). The sign of the offset is reversed com¬

pared to the high injection behavior of the standard MTs. The influence on the

mean m in Fig. 6.7a corresponds to the standard MT at base-emitter voltages
below 0.75 V (Fig. 5.8a). It is therefore not caused by ohmic voltage drops but by
a complex geometrical effect. This also means the offset is not reduced due to the
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CYE

m

10 100 1000

collector current Ip [pA]

Fig. 6.7 Offset mean m and standard deviation s in MTs with long edge lengths.

reduced current densities for the long edge device as expected when extrapolat¬

ing Fig. 6.5a.

In CYE, the anticipated averaging effect significantly reduces the offset variation

between devices. The standard dev iation for Ic = 150 pA is s - 0.15%. This is

even smaller than the effect expected from metal contact misalignment for v ori¬

ented standard MTs on the same wafer (Tab. 5.2). Likely, the effect of contact

misalignment is reduced due to a decreased emitter current density. However, the

mean offset is m = 0.25%. This dominates the mean offset absolute value

mahs = 0.26%. As for standard MTs (Fig. 5.18), the systematic contribution is

due to a non-orthogonal implantation direction for the p+ diffusion. The relation¬

ship between the implantation angle and the mean offset is demonstrated by
wafers implanted at different angles (Fig. 6.8a). The offset sensitivity determined

from the slope of a linear fit is 0.03%P. As in Fig. 5.18, one of the wafers

included at cp = 0°, which refers to an angle in the xz plane, was not implanted in

z direction but at 7° in the xz plane (Fig. 6.6).

The MTs on wafers with (p = (V feature mean offset absolute values mahs of

0.13% and 0.11%, respectively. For the other wafers, the systematic effect can be

cancelled by simply subtracting it from every measured signal according to the

determined offset sensitivity. This is deductive offset reduction as prior knowl¬

edge on the implantation angle is exploited (Section 3.4). After this correction,
the mean absolute value of offset on the three wafers with non-zero implant angle
in the yz, plane are 0.13%, 0.10% and 0.13%. The temperature behavior of m and
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b) Temperature behavior of the offset at lc = 50 pA .

s for one of the wafers with (p = 0° is given in Fig. 6.13b. It demonstrates that the

offset is low, independent of temperature in the range: -40°C to +140°C. The

worst case mean absolute value is niahs = 0.14%- and occurs at T = -40°C

The long edge devices exhibit the same high sensitivity, excellent signal linearity

and low in-plane cross-sensitivity as the standard MTs. Therefore, the full benefit

of the low offset is transferred to a low measurement error in an application.

Self-aligned Emitter Guard

The benefit of the higher sensitivity in SSIMTs fabricated in CYE compared to

regular MTs is lost due to a higher offset. Offset in SSIMTs is dominated by

emitter guard misalignment (Section 5.5 on page 79). This offset source is ruled

out for a device in which the guard is self-aligned by poly-silicon [87] (Fig. 6.9).

An MT with a strip emitter design (see page 94) is chosen to demonstrate the

concept of the self aligned emitter guard. Two n+ strips are used as guards. A

~ guard

C%

;j p+

~j n+

"J n well

5 p°'y
- GOX

Fig. 6.9 Cross section ofSSIMT center with selfaligned p+ guard.
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6.3 Design Optimization

small gap given by the design rule limit for poly-width needs to be left between

the emitter and the guard. The poly covering the base region is electrically con¬

nected to the emitter. This ensures that no field effect channel is formed under the

poly as the emitter is always the most positive potential in forward active mode.

', ZZ&ZZZC
2>

b
S3
3
too

-Q

fi

^ZbZz 'f

¥/§Ézyz,:;:

ZZZZ- ^as? "

•'' •'' -'' ' '" '" •'' .-'iZl:

p+

n+

n well

nHHBHj
HHHH

CO

'"" Z „*"' poly

Fig. 6.10 Layout ofan SSIMT with self-aligned emitter guard.

The characteristics of the novel SSIMT structure and an unguarded but otherwise

identical MT layout are given in Tab. 6.2. The sensitivity is more than doubled by
the guard and comparable to the sensitivity of a conventional SSIMT (Tab. 2.1).

This means that the small gap between the guard and the emitter has no detrimen¬

tal effect on the sensitivity enhancement. Further, no offset deterioration with

respect to the offset mean m, the standard deviation 5. or the mean of the absolute

value mai)S is caused by the guard (Tab. 6.2). Hence, due to the higher sensitivity,
the typical equivalent offset is significantly lower in the self-aligned SSIMT.

guard

yes

no

pattern

definition

poly

poly

sensitivity

[%/TJ
'

48

offset [%]

m ± s

0.13 ±0.26

0.18 ±0.36

mabs

0.21

0.31

equiv. offset [mT]

m

2.7 ± 5.4

7.8 ±15.6

mabs

4.4

13.5

Tab. 6.2 Offset and sensitivity of the self-aligned SSIMT and an identical struc¬

ture without guard at Ic = 40 p.A for 18 devices each.

The electrical offset is actually lower in the SSIMT than in the MT when com¬

pared at equal collector currents (Tab. 6.2). This is because the offset is found to
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6 Offset Reduction

rise with decreasing base current and, due to its higher gain, the MT is operated
at lower base current to achieve the same collector current. Comparison at equal
base currents yields equal offsets within the statistical uncertainty.

Emitter-Collector Switching

MTs show a large offset sensitivity to emitter-collector spacing mismatch

(Section 5.5 on page 75). Such a mismatch is ruled out in a structure with only
two emitter/collector regions ECj and EC\ as shown for MAS7 in Fig. 6.1 la. The

device is operated in two steps with the function as emitter and collector switched

between EC] and FXA (Fig. 6.1 lb). A single spacing dEC is relevant for both

steps. The collector currents 1C] and Ip2 enable a differential signal Alpflp to be

obtained and keep the related benefits like the excellent signal linearity.

a) b) step 11 step 2s

collector emitter emitter collector

I JL

B

®

F~] n+ r~J P well jjg n sub

Fig. 6.11 a) MTwith two n+ regions EC] 2 with spacing dEC.
b) Two step switched operation principle.

The layout and micrograph of a structure which is based on the switched opera¬

tion principle are shown in Fig. 6.12. The ring-shaped 11+ diffusions ECj 2 have

two metal contacts each (F[ 2 and Sp2). When EC, is operated as the emitter, the

contact F1 is used to force a voltage which is adjusted to achieve a defined voltage
sensed at S, (/ = 1,2). This adjustment is necessary because the bipolar transistor

is very sensitive to emitter voltage changes. An equal voltage at the emitter sense

contact S, for both switching steps ensures equal biasing conditions near the

emitter edge facing the collector. Resistance mismatch in the emitter paths,
which consist of the wirings, the biasing metal contacts R, and the emitter ring

diffusions gets compensated. The position and shape of the base contacts B is

chosen to achieve equal base biasing conditions for both operation steps.
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6.3 Design Optimization

The effect of metal contact misalignment is suppressed by the shape of EC| 9 and

the position of the metal contacts as the guidelines derived on page 97 arc fol¬

lowed: The emitter biasing contacts F, 2 are 110t placed directly opposite the col¬

lector and the emitter diffusion edge length facing the collector is long compared
to the conventional device. Additionally, small scale variations are averaged

along the edge length which is larger than in standard MTs.

n+ p+ [%] p-wcll m CO

Fig. 6.12 a) Layout of MAS7-MT for switched operation and

b) micrograph. The metal contact areas CO were enlarged while

removing the metal layers for a better visibility of the diffusions.

The offset mean, standard deviation, and mean of the absolute value at a collector

current sum of lc - 140 pA for 24 switched devices on one wafer are m = 0.04%),

s = 0.16, and muhs - 0.11%, respectively. One additional device located near the

wafer edge exhibits an exceptionally high offset and was excluded from the sta¬

tistics as an outlier. For 24 conventional standard MTs from the same wafer, one

located near each switched magnetotransistor. it is found /;/ = 0.22%), s = 0.81%),

and mabs = 0.67%. Hence, the offset in the switched device is lower by a factor of

5 to 6. This clearly demonstrates the offset reduction obtained by the novel oper¬

ating principle and design. The base voltage dependence of the switched MT

behavior is shown in Fig. 6.13a. While Ic changes over almost four orders of

magnitude, m and v vary only weakly. The temperature behavior of /;; and v is

given in Fig. 6.13b. It demonstrates that the offset is low independent of tempera¬
ture in a range from -40°C to +140°C. The worst case mean absolute value of

offset is 0.13% and occurs at -40"TA
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a)

tS

o

b^ 0.2

0.6 0.7 0.8

basc-emitter voltage | V]

-50 0 50 100 150

temperature [°C]

Fig. 6.13 a) Base voltage dependence of the offset and the collector current in

switched MTs. b) Temperature behavior of the offset at I
c
= 140 pA .

The switched MT detects the magnetic induction parallel to the chip surface with

the same high sensitivity, excellent signal linearity, and low in-plane cross-sensi¬

tivity as the conventional MT[128|. Therefore, the same reduction as for the

offset is also achieved for the equivalent offset.

6.4 Multiple Signal Compensation

This section covers offset reduction approaches using more than one MT collec¬

tor current imbalance as the final output signal.

Differential Signal

A differential arrangement cancels common offset contributions of individual

signals. Therefore, offset from sources only changing on a large scale can be

reduced with signals from neighboring sensors. This is demonstrated for SSIMTs

in 190J for a systematic offset contribution on the order of 5%. which reduces to

0.6% in the differential signal accompanied by a significant reduction in temper¬
ature drift of the offset average. A similar approach is possible for the large scale

contribution from metal contact misalignment in MAS7. However, when collect¬

ing the two signals at two physically different MTs. the benefit from such a dif¬

ferential arrangement is limited by small scale variations (Section 4.4).
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6.4 Multiple Signal Compensation

To also address the small scale effects with a differential approach, the two sig¬

nals need to be generated within a single structure. Such a structure for MAS7 is

shown in Fig. 6.14. Collector pairs are placed at two different distances

dj = 12 pm and d0 = 24 pm around a central emitter. This is done in the a and y

directions, which allows the collection of 2D field information. For each direc¬

tion, an inner and outer signal is obtained by taking the current imbalance of the

currents at the inner and outer collectors of the proper orientation.

Hb,

HU c
10

Fig. 6.14 MAS7-MT with collectors at distances d-t and d0from a central emitter.

A high degree of offset matching is present between the two offsets measured for

the inner and outer collectors of each direction (Fig. 6.15). This supports the con¬

clusion that the dominating contribution to offset originates at the vicinity of the

emitter (Section 5.8). The data for Fig. 6.15 were collected separately for each

collector pair with all other collectors left floating. The offsets were compared at

equal total base currents of IB = 600 pA to maintain similar conditions for the

parasitic substrate transistor. In order to avoid possible asymmetries associated

with the base currents, the y oriented base contacts (B (^) were used for the x ori¬

ented collectors (C2u0/4l]O) and B2 4 were used for C%j,,0/3i,o* This 'eacis i0 average

current sums of ICl = 1340 pA and ICo = 160 pA at the inner and outer col¬

lectors, respectively.
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o

<D
+->

fi
O

-4 -2 0

inner offset

4

7<1

0 12 3 4 5

inner offset [%]

F/g. 6". /5 Inner versus outer offset in the MT of Fig. 6.14.

The difference of the inner and outer signals is taken as the overall output for

each direction. The magnetic sensitivity of this output is given by the difference

of the inner and outer sensitivities. This difference is about equal to the inner sen¬

sitivity as cl0 = 2d, and as the sensitivity depends approximately linearly on the

emitter-collector spacing (Fig. 2.12a). The differential offset mean in the x direc¬

tion is m = 0. 20% with a standard deviation s = 0. 20%) and a mean absolute

value mah<i - 0.23%. For the y direction, it is found that /;/ = 0.27%, s = 0.31%,

and mabs = 0.36%. Hence, compared to the standard MT, the offset is reduced by

a factor of three to four (compare to Tab. 4.1 ).

Averaged Signal - Sensor Arrays

Offset varies strongly within modules that contain several identically designed
MTs (Section 4.5). This can be exploited for offset reduction if the average of the

individual sensor signals in a module is taken as an overall output. The mean

absolute value of offset, m(lf)s, is reduced by a factor of up to two (Tab. 6.3).
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6.4 Multiple Signal Compensation

single offset [%l

m ± s mabs

averaged offset [%]

m ± S mabs

).10± 1.12 0.94 -0.10 ±0.68 0.56

.06 ± 0.89 1.16 1.06 ±0.56 1.06

.16 ±0.43 0.38 0.16 ±0.28 0.26

.04 ± 0.37 0.29 0.04 ± 0.22 0.16

0.13.04 ± 0.34 0.28 0.04 ±0.16

process wafer
orien¬

tation

implant
angle

MAS7 m3A x

MAS7 m3A y _

CYE cl y 7

CYE c4 y 0°

CYE c5 y 0°

lab. 6.3 Offset in single MTs and averaged within modules at Ic = 150 pA .

The reduction is due to the decreased standard deviation s. According to

Eqn. (A.4), the contribution from the average of n uncorrelated samples to the

standard deviation decreases proportionally to l/pn. Therefore, a sufficiently

large number of samples reduces this contribution to a negligible level. The

reduction is limited by offset contributions that are common to all devices within

a module. These are systematic influences as well influences varying on a scale

which is large compared to the module size.

The dominating large scale offset contribution is metal contact misalignment

(Section 5.3). It is particularly critical in MAS7 (Section 5.3). Systematic influ¬

ences contribute to the mean offset ;;/ which is not affected by averaging. A sys¬

tematic contribution in MAS7 comes from a preferred mask misalignment in the

y direction (Section 5.3). It dominates the offset absolute mean mabsfov MAS7 in

the y direction. This leads to an only insignificant improvement by averaging in

that case. In CYE, non-orthogonal implantation of the p+ layer systematically
influences offset (Fig. 5.18). This contributes to a higher remaining offset abso¬

lute value mabs on wafer cl compared to c4 and c5. However, this contribution is

dcducible from the fabrication parameters and can easily be subtracted.

A sensor array yielding sufficient reduction of random contributions can be inte¬

grated on a small area. This is because of the small size of the MTs and the small

scale on which the offset varies. The individual sensors in an array can be oper¬

ated either in parallel for the shortest possible response time or sequentially to
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6 Offset Reduction

limit the power consumption. Due to the fabrication in CMOS technology,

sequential operation can easily be accomplished by integrated circuitry.

Offset Reduction by Fourier Separation
The spinning-current method allows very efficient offset reduction in Hall

plates 144], [45]. Magnetic response and offset are separated according to their

spatial symmetries by step-wise |111J or continuous [144] rotation of the bias

current direction. In this section, the transfer of this principle to MTs is dis¬

cussed. For this purpose, mullicollector MTs are introduced that permit separa¬

tion of the sensor signal into contributions of different spatial symmetry [ 145].

The layout of a multicollector MT fabricated in MAS7 is shown in Fig. 6.16a.

The emitter E is surrounded by /V=8 collectors Cn and base contacts B in direc¬

tions (|)n=(«-lJ-360o/7V (n=l...N). An example of measured collector currents

NIc($rd f°r a magnetic induction B = 0 is shown in Fig. 6.16b.

0 90 180 270 360

collector orientation (J) [°]

Fig. 6.16 a) Layout ofMT with collectors in 8 different directions,

b) Example ofmeasured collector currents at B = 0.

The collector currents Nlc(§n) are treated as samples of a spatially 27C-periodic
function /<%({)) which can be expanded into a Fourier scries according to

NIc(f>) = I0+ £/Asin(W-aA) - £//^). (6.1)

k = i k - o
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6.4 Multiple Signal Compensation

Due to the orientation dependence of the magnetic response in MTs (Fig. 2.10),

each collector current NIp(^„) is sensitive to the magnetic induction component

orthogonal to its orientation (!)„. Thus, a magnetic induction value B with orienta¬

tion aB (Fig. 6. J 6a) contributes to the first Fourier order whereas the offset can

contribute to all Fourier orders (lab. 6.4). The normalization SBIq of the mag¬

netic response amplitude is chosen such that the sensitivity S is the same as when

using a relative current imbalance as in Eqn. (2.9).

Fourier

Component
Contribution

Nature of
Contribution

k common mode

SBI0sin((D-uB) magnetic

If^mi^af11) offset

,1 = 2 k = 2

offset

Tab. 6.4 Composition of the Fourier spectrum of the collector currents.

/A((j))//"0 is defined as the Fourier filtered signal. The measured value of B and

a arc defined as 1\IIq and otj, respectively. First order offset contributions intro¬

duce an error, which depends on the offset phase relative to the magnetic signal.

In the worst cases, these errors are Ben = If^lI^S and aBen. = asmilf^/SBlo).

The filtered signal contains the magnetic response and first order Fourier offset

contributions only. In contrast, the current imbalance at opposite collectors which

is the conventional signal can contain offsets of odd orders in addition to (he

magnetic response. Even orders cancel when taking the current difference. Thus,

filtering has the advantage of suppressing offset of odd order higher than one.

The Fourier coefficients f and tfy can be determined from the measured currents

Ic(§n) by discrete Fourier transform. The radial sampling frequency N/2n has to

be at least twice the maximum frequency present in the signal. Otherwise, alias¬

ing occurs and higher order offset contributes to the determined lower order
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coefficients 1111]. Therefore, Fourier orders up to three can be extracted from the

8-collector MTs.

Experimentally, a first order offset of If^ff) = 1.8% and a third order offset of

/3°^//0 = 1.9% arc found on average in 23 8-collector MTs. Thus, a significant
offset reduction within the 8 collector MTs can be achieved by filtering. How¬

ever, the remaining offset amplitude of 1.8% corresponds to mean absolute

values mubs of 1.8%/V2 = 1.3%for the a and y offset components assuming

equal splitting. This is no improvement compared to standard dual collector

devices (Tab. 4.1). Therefore, the 8-collector structure has an increased initial

offset likely caused by tolerances in the pattern transfer for non-rectangular struc¬

tures. The limited reduction achieved by Fourier filtering in MTs is due to the fact

that a large offset contribution has the same spatial symmetry as the magnetic

signal. In Hall devices, the situation is totally different as the magnetic signal,
which is independent of the current orientation, has a different spatial symmetry

(order 0) than most of the offset.

6.5 Summary

Numerous offset reduction approaches have been investigated in this chapter.
Special emphasis has been put on addressing the offset causes identified as most

critical in Tab. 5.7. Tab. 6.5 gives an overview on the reduction measures studied

and assigns to them the accounted offset contributions.

The effectivity of the measures to reduce the overall offset depends on the rela¬

tive contributions from the various sources and therefore on the fabrication pro¬

cess. For every device type, some influence on the offset is possible by choosing
the optimal biasing conditions. Further, by increasing the emitter-collector dis¬

tance, the sensitivity is increased leading to a lower equivalent offset for equal
electrical offset. Overall the choice of bias and spacing has to be weighed
between factors like high sensitivity, low offset, high signal-to-noisc ratio, and

low power consumption for the intended application.
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6.5 Summary

target offset causes offset reduction approach

metal contact misalignment • emitter shape
& contact position p. 94

*

process control p. 91

• bias control p. 91

• differential signal p. 104

guard misalignment (SSIMT) • self-aligned guard p. 100

• process control p. 91

non-orthogonal implant • orthogonal implant p. 83

• deductive reduction p. 99

emitter-collector spacing mismatch • emitter-collector switching p. 102

small scale effects • terminal edge length p. 97

(e. g. doping concentration.

diffusion geometry)
•

array averaging p. 106

• differential signal p. 104

base wiring resistance mismatch • current biasing p. 65

mechanical stress • symmetrical design
v CT p. 92

• low stress package p. 91

asymmetric temperature • symmetric heat sources p. 84

• symmetric heat sinking p. 84

Tab. 6.5 Overview on offset reduction approadies for MTs.
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6 Offset Reduction

A collection of the lowest achieved mean absolute values of offset and the corre¬

sponding equivalent offset is given in Tab. 6.6. The remaining equivalent offsets

arc in the mT range. For the devices exhibiting the lowest offset in each process,

which are the 'switched MT1 in MAS7 and the long edge MT in CYE, the offsets

have been shown to be below 0.13% and 0.14%, lespectively, for temperatures

between -40°C and +140°C. Further, all approaches preserve the excellent linear¬

ity and low in-plane magnetic cross-sensitivity of the magnetic response. There¬

fore, full advantage can be taken of the low offsets.

device 1

approach
process page

strip emitter MAS7 94

E-C switching MAS7 102

long edge CYE 97

array averaging CYE

cyf;

106

self-aligned guard 100

offset

»hbi [%]

equiv. offset

mabJmT]

0.22 6.3

0.11 3.2

0.11 3.9

0.13 4.2

0.21 4.4

Tab. 6.6 Achieved mean absolute values of offset and equivalent offset.
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7 Conclusion and

Outlook

Conclusion

This thesis determines the characteristics and origins of offset in CMOS magne¬

totransistors. Based on this knowledge, improved magnetotransistors that show

significantly reduced offset are developed.

Offset in MTs, at first glance, might seem like a minor effect: it is a small current

imbalance that does not interfere with the magnetic sensor response and can

easily be subtracted. However, offset becomes critical in low cost systems when

the cost of determining the value to be subtracted for each sensor becomes a sig¬
nificant fraction of the total svslem cost. Therefore, offset analysis and reduction

is a crucial contribution to the commercial feasibility of MTs in, e.g., low cost

contactless angle detection systems.

A thorough understanding of the MTs electrical operation is a prerequisite for

successful offset reduction. Therefore, the fundamental MT behavior has been

examined by theory, by experiment, and by numerical simulation. Offset is a

sensor response caused by imperfect internal variables. Reviewing the design,
fabrication, and operation of MTs leads to the identification of different types of

geometrical, material, and biasing asymmetries as possible causes of offset. In

view of the numerous challenges associated with offset analysis, an approach to

gain insight into offset behavior has been formulated. Wafer level characterize-

tion constitutes an integral part to effectively separate the varying uncontrolled

superimposed offset contributions. Also, a comprehensive list of offset reduction

principles has been presented.

Extensive experimental characterization of numerous MTs has been undertaken

for two different commercial CMOS processes. Typical offsets in the MTs

chosen as reference are up to a few percent. The offsets vary between individual

devices. This variation usually dominates the statistics. Additionally, a systematic
influence is observed in some cases. The offset standard deviation only changes
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by a factor of about two with base voltage. This is weak compared to a corre¬

sponding variation of the transistor currents, which comprises several orders of

magnitude. The offset drift with temperature is typically about 0.25% between

-40°C and +140°C. A strong local mismatch of the offset between neighboring
devices is observed. In addition to this small scale variation, variations on a larger
scale also contribute to offset.

The actual contributions to offset from the various possible sources have been

systematically investigated. Misalignment of the metal contact mask occurring

during photolithography dominates large scale offset variations. The misalign¬
ment can also have a systematic component. Another systematic component is

given by non-orthogonal dopant implantation. Indirect evidence suggests a domi¬

nating contribution to local variations from doping inhomogeneities. Further,

mismatch in emitter-collector spacing is shown to be critical. Suppressed side-

wall injection magnetotransistors (SSIMTs) exhibit a quadrupling of the offsets

compared to standard MTs. This comes from misalignment of the emitter guard

ring.

Numerous offset reduction approaches have been evaluated with special empha¬
sis on alleviating the contributions identified as most critical. Metal contact mis¬

alignment contributions arc suppressed by an improved emitter shape and contact

position as well as by enhanced process control. Implantation angle effects are

avoided by an orthogonal implant or are corrected for based on the knowledge of

the actual implant direction. Small scale effects from, e.g., doping inhomogene¬
ities or emitter-collector spacing mismatch arc averaged out along an increased

device terminal edge length or in arrays of MTs. Emitter guard misalignment in

SSIMTs is avoided by self-aligning the guard using poly-silicon masking. By

applying offset reduction approaches, average absolute values of offset as low as

0.11% are achieved at room temperature in both processes, corresponding to

magnetic field equivalent offsets of 3.2 mT and 3.9 mT depending on the device.

This is lower by a factor of approximately 100 than the worst case equivalent off¬

sets observed in the SSIMTs integrated in the angle detection system presented in

Section 1.3. In the improved devices, the mean absolute values of offsets stay
below 0.14% between -40T and + 140°C.
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Based on the results achieved, there are numerous strategics for further offset

reduction in MTs. The array approach has not yet been fully exploited. An

improvement is possible if the single de\ ices with the lowest offsets in each pro¬

cess arc combined in arrays. The number of devices per array can be optimized to

make influences from local variations negligible. Another option for improve¬
ment lies in combining the methods which so far have been applied separately.
For example, if long edge devices (page 97) are equipped with self-aligned emit¬

ter guard strips (page 100), lower equivalent offset is expected by virtue of an

increased sensitivity. Further, MTs should be fabricated in CMOS processes fea¬

turing self-aligned metal contacts. This will eliminate the influence of metal con¬

tact misalignment, which is the strongest large scale varying effect that cannot be

reduced by averaging. The new reduction approaches should be supplemented
with integrated circuitry to fully exploit the advantages of CMOS integrated cir¬

cuit technology. In the array approach, circuitry can perform a switching between

devices and the signal averaging. Similarly, emitter-collector switching (page

102) should be performed by integrated circuitry.

In view of the low offsets achieved and the future potential for reduction, MTs as

sensor elements are suitable in low cost contactless angle detection systems rely¬

ing on standard CMOS chip solutions. The angular accuracy corresponding to the

lowest achieved average absolute value of equivalent offset is about 4° without

calibration, assuming a magnet induction of 100 mT at the sensor position

(Fig. 1.4a). Additional possible applications of MTs are in areas where only a rel¬

ative change of the magnetic field is to be detected. In this case, offset is can¬

celled when subtracting the two signals to be compared. Similarly, when detect¬

ing alternating fields, offset leads to a superimposed constant component that is

easily separated by appropriate integrated filters. An interesting direction of fur¬

ther research in this context is the determination of the maximal magnetic field

frequency for which the MT is able to respond.

The effort undertaken to determine the influence of various process tolerances on

MTs might open the door to other applications. For example, MT-like test struc¬

tures might be developed to characterize processing tolerances by maximizing
the response to a certain target tolerance while minimizing the interference of

others. Further, the general concepts elaborated in Chapter 3 may be applied to

analyze and reduce the impact of imperfections on other sensors.
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.1 fabrication lechnologies

CMOS (complementary metal-oxide semiconductor) processes arc optimized to

fabricate integrated circuits with field effect transistors (FETs) as core

elements I f46]. The structures on the chip are generated using a sequence of

masks defining patterns by photolithography. The fabrication involves numerous

highly controlled individual steps.

The starting material for a CMOS process is a single crystal silicon substrate,

which is low doped or has a low doped epitaxial layer on top. In this material,

regions called wells are defined, which are doped with opposite polarity than the

substrate (Fig. A.l, Fig. A.2). This allows the fabrication of FETs based on n+ or

p+ diffusion regions for source and drain on the same chip, which is particulaily

useful to realize logic circuits consuming low power [146b The FETs are sepa¬

rated from each other by a thick field oxide (FOX). A thin gate oxide insulates the

FET-gate from the channel. On top of these structures lie alternating layers of

conductors and insulators with interconnections forming the wiring for the tran¬

sistors and, depending on the specific process, other elements like capacitors and

resistors. A final insulating passivation layer protects the device from the environ¬

ment with pad openings for outside electrical connections.

MAS7 Process

MAS7 is a molybdenum gate bipolar enhanced CMOS process of Micronas Oy,

Finland (now Micro Analog Systems Oy). MAS7 is optimized for mixed signal

applications. The minimum gate length is 2.5 pm. The substrate is n doped

(Fig. A.l). After defining a p well, the FOX is thermally grown everywhere. n+

and p+ dopants are consecutively deposited from a liquid source in dedicated

etched FOX openings. Subsequent oxidizing drive-ins form the source and drain

regions. In the areas where gate and metal contacts are to be formed, the FOX is

removed again as defined by the gate thinning mask (GA) and a thin insulating

layer is formed. Next, moly bdenum (moly) is deposited. It acts as the gate, as one

electrode of capacitors, or as one of the two wiring levels. Separated by inter-
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intermetal

oxide

metal molybdenum passivation

n+ p+

n substrate

gate
oxide

metal capacitor
contact dielectric

field

oxide

Fig. A.l Cross-section of layers in MAS process.

metal insulation, the 'metal' forms the second wiring level as well as the other

electrode of capacitors and the pads. It is further used to make contact to the sili¬

con and to the molybdenum.

CYE Process

CYE is a double-poly, double-metal CMOS process of Austria Mikro Systeme,
Austria for digital, analog, and mixed mode applications. The minimum gate

length is 0.8 pm. The substrate is p doped (Fig. A.2). After formation of an

n well, field oxide is grown by local oxidation [146]. During this step, 'active

areas' where no FOX is wanted - as defined by the 'diffusion mask' - are pro¬

tected by silicon nitride, which is later removed. Next, gate oxide and

poly-silicon 1 are formed. The n+ and the p+ are self-aligned to poly and FOX,

which cannot be penetrated by the dopants, 'fhis usually defines, all of the n+ and

intermetal metal 2 passivation meta

oxide / nitride
polysilicon 1 polysilicon 2 pad

Fig. A.2 Cross-section of layers in CYE process.
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p+ geometry. Separate n+ and p+ masks, which are the inverse of each other, usu¬

ally have their boundaries above FOX and therefore merely act as selectors for

the type of dopant in an active area. Finally, poly-silicon 2 and the metallization

with the corresponding insulation as well as the passivation layer are fabricated.

A.2 Layout Issues

Standard Magnetotransistors
The exact layouts of the standard MT structures in both processes are shown in

Fig. A.3. All layers are designed fully symmetrical. A standard MT contains a

central emitter E. two collectors C| 2 and base contacts B, 2 in a base region. A

highly doped ring Sub surrounds the device to make ohmic contact to the sub¬

strate. The metal contacts (CO) and the wiring complete the device layout. The

Fig. A.3 Layout of the standard MT m MAS7 and CYE process.
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emitter-collector spacing dECis the prime geometrical parameter to influence MT

electrical and magnetic performance. The standard choice in this thesis is

dEC= 15 pm in MAS7 and dEC = 10 pm in CYE. which achieves similar sensi¬

tivities at standard operating conditions (Fig. 2.12). The thesis often refers to MT

orientation, which is defined as the direction in which the emitter and the collec¬

tors are aligned. Hence, the devices in Fig. A.3 are x oriented. The x axis is

defined parallel to the major flat.

Modules

In both processes, the structures are arranged in compatible modules for efficient

characterization by wafer probing. As an example, the layout of a MAS7 module

containing 6 identical standard MTs is plotted in Fig. A.4.

Fig. A.4 Layout of a module in MAS7 containing 6 standard MTs.

All modules contain 16 pads arranged in two identical lines of 8 pads each. The

pitch of the pads within the lines is fixed and fits the pitch of two lines of probe
needles (Fig. A.5). The spacing between the two lines of pads is flexible and

chosen according to the space requirement of the structures contained in the

module. Most modules contain several structures that share part of the pads to

minimize the silicon area consumption. Usually, emitter, substrate, collector 1,

and collector 2 of all the MTs in the module are wired in parallel each connected

to one pad. The base contacts arc either individually connected to pads or the two

coutacts of an MT share one pad. This arrangement allows individual MT opera¬

tion despite sharing some pads among several MTs because the MT currents are

negligible with a floating base. A A1AS7 chip containing 25 modules with various

MT and test structures is shown in Fig. A.6.
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Fig. A.5 Wafer probing bv two lines ofcollinear probes.

Fig. A.6 Photograph of a MAS7 chip containing MTs and test structures.

A.3 Electrical Characterization

Setup and Equipment
The schematic setup for electrical MT characterization is shown in Fig. A.7. To

efficiently collect data on a large number of devices, a semi-automatic wafer

prober (Cascade Summit 12742SP [148]) is used. During probing, the wafer is

shielded from radiation as well as electric and magnetic fields by a chamber lined

with p-metal. The wafer temperature can be chosen between -65°C and +200°C

by an active temperature control in the chuck (Temptronic TP3200A [150]). The
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probing switching bias & measure control &

Fig. A.7 Setup for electileal characterization using a wafer prober.

main piece of equipment for biasing and signal read-out is a precision semicon¬

ductor parameter analyzer HP4I56A [147). It contains four high resolution

source and monitor units (SMUs) each usable for voltage biasing and current

read-out or vice versa. Further, two additional voltage sources and two voltage
monitors are included. According to manufacturer specifications [147], the SMU

currents are measured with an accuracy of ±(0.049r+203nA) at 3 V in the range

of ±1 mA. This would correspond to a worst case offset of 0.18% due to mea¬

surement errors at a collector current sum of Ic = 150 pA. However, according to

the equipment calibration [ 153], the actual mismatch of the two SMUs used to

measure the collector currents leads to offsets below 0.03% at Fc= 150 pA. A

universal source HP3245A [151] and a multimeter HP3458 [152] are available

for supplemental biasing and read-out purposes. A multiplexer

(Keithley 7001 [149]), during a single stepping over the wafer, allows different

MT wiring conditions and the switching between AlTs within a module. A com¬

puter controls the whole setup and collects the data using the virtual instrument

software LabView® [ 154].

Biasing

The standard biasing conditions for the MTs arc listed in Tab. A.l. The emitter,

the collectors, and the substrate are kept at constant voltages. The base bias is

usually swept, i.e. several voltage or current steps are applied sequentially. Thus,

the data over a range of MT working points are collected during one measure¬

ment cycle. The data from a sweep not only allows comparison of different oper¬

ating points within an MT but also enables an efficient comparison of MTs with

different layout or even MTs from different processes. In doing this, one has to
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consider that such different MT types can have substantially different electrical

parameters such as collector gains and parasitic substrate gains. Using the sweep

data, comparison can be done under different conditions like equal average col¬

lector current sum, i.e. equal signal level of the different MT types, or equal aver¬

age emitter current, i.e. equal total current.

'ectors substrate base

ltage voltage volt./curr.

3V
,

3V sweep

3 V -3V sweep

terminals emitter

bias type voltage

MAS7 OV

CYE ov

Tab. A. 1 Standard bia sing of MTs.

A.4 Magnetic Characterization

Magnetic MT characterization is done on single chips in an electromagnet (Lake-

Shore inagnetometer model 730(155]). Dedicated ceramic substrates with

printed gold wiring arc used to avoid field distortions. The samples are mounted

on a holder that can be rotated in the field (Fig. A.8). The MT biasing and

read-out equipment is the same as for the electrical characterization (Fig. A.7).

magnet switching bias & measure contrôla

Fig. A.8 Setup for magnetic characterization using an electromagnet.
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A.5 Statistical Analysis of Offset

Offset is individual to each device. Therefore statistical analysis is indispensable
to gain insight into offset behavior. This section briefly introduces the parameters

used and their meaning. This can be found in any standard textbook on statistics.

Here, [156] is followed:

Single Set of Samples
A limited set of n samples a, (i =1.. .11) is taken from a sample space. The samples
are used to draw conclusions about the statistical population as a whole. Impor¬
tant characteristic parameters for such a single set of samples are collected in the

following.

• The arithmetic average or mean

1
in = a = -

n

1
- 1

2X (A-°

estimates the expectation value p of the population from which the data set is

taken.

The experimental standard deviation

(A.2)

is a measure for the variation between the samples. It is the estimate for the

standard deviation ö of the population, a is a measure for the width of the data

population around the mean. For a Gauss distribution the probability of finding
a sample within ±0 of the mean is 68% (95.5% for ±2(5).

The average or mean of the absolute values in the data set

S hl (A-3)
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is the expected value if only the absolute figure is of interest but not the sign.
In this thesis, this parameter is used to give the "typical' offset magnitude.

The experimental standard deviation of the mean,

*„, = A <A'4>

is measure for the uncertainty with which m estimates the expectation value p

of the population.

• The standard deviation of the experimental standard deviation for a Gauss dis¬

tribution is

2n
(A.5)

It is a measure for the uncertainty with which <r estimates the standard devia¬

tion G of the distribution.

Two Sets of Samples

Often, the relationship between two populations a and b, with samples a, and b,
(i =l...n), is of interest. Important parameters and methods in this context are:

• If a linear relationship between the two sets of samples a, and b-, is assumed,
the linear regression gives the best fit parameters according to b, = r\a, + ^
with

ab - ab
y bed - aab

,. r.

n = _ _ ; s = _=_ . (A.6)
2 -i 2

_

^

a - d~ a - cd

The correlation coefficient

ab- a • b
,. „s

r =

_7=E=== ^^^ (A.7)

fa~ -a \jb" - b
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is a test parameter based on the assumption of a linear relationship between the

two sets a and b. The probability of the absence of a linear correlation can be

taken from tables for given r values. Distinguished values are r- ±1 which is

found for an ideal linear relationship and r - 0 which occurs in the total

absence of a correlation.

• If the means a and b of the two sets of samples differ by more than their

uncertainties, sma' ,
this is taken as an indication for a systematic difference:

\a-b\ > s^+ Ç1,. (A.8)

A more elaborated criterion for a systematic influence is the t-test [156].

• If the standard deviations sa and s of the two sets of samples differ by more

than their uncertainties, sf' ,
this is taken as an indication for a systematic dif¬

ference:

A more elaborated criterion for a systematic difference is the F-test 1156].
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List of Symbols and

Abbreviations

Symbols

a common base current gain in MT towards collector

a0 common base current gain in ID transistor

(Xfc phase of Fourier component of order k

aSub common base current gain in MT towards substrate

aT base transport factor

a orientation of magnetic field in chip plane

rxseiT error in orientation of magnetic field in chip plane

ß common emitter current gain in MT towards collector

ß0 common emitter current gain in ID transistor

y emitter efficiency

1*1 slope of best linear fit

(p implantation angle

(j) angular direction around emitter in multicollector MT

(J)„ angular orientation of collector C„ in multicollector MT

p. expectation value of probability distribution

p.0 magnetic permeability in vacuum

\iM magnetic permeability of material

v Poisson's ratio

O standard deviation of probability distribution

o(r) mechanical stress tensor at position r

oViV uniaxial mechanical stress component in \, y direction

£ number of devices

\) angular orientation of rotation axis

£, y intercept of best linear fit
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List of Symbols and Abbreviations

A area

d statistical population

0; samples from statistical population

B magnetic induction magnitude

Bm error in magnetic induction magnitude

^,y,z magnetic induction components along Cartesian coordinates

k statistical population

t>i samples from statistical population

C correction factor for stripe geometry in four-point bending bridge

c geometrical correction factor for base width towards collector

6'Sub geometrical correction factor for base width towards substrate

DB minority carrier diffusion coefficient in base

De minority carrier diffusion coefficient in emitter

d distance between neighboring devices

dEC emitter-collector spacing

®i,o spacing between emitter and inner, outer collector

diff index for differential signal
JLj Young's modulus

f(B) field dependent correction factor for base width

H magnetic field

h vertical shift of fixed points in four-point bending bridge

h total base current

ID j
lB

base current in ID transistor

hi current at base contact /"

Ic total collector current

Tc average total collector current

AIC collector current imbalance

IDj
lc

collector current in ID transistor

Ja current at collector /

Nr
lc collector current in A collector MT

lCp collector hole current

Ip emitter current



List of Symbols and Abbreviations

IE emitter current in ID transistor

IEn emitter electron current

lEp emitter hole current

Il Amplitude of Fourier component of order k

lk(ff) Fourier component of order k

ISub substrate current

k Boltzmann constant

L edge length of transistor terminals

Lß minority carrier diffusion length in base

LE minority carrier diffusion length in emitter

Lj spacing of center to inner fixed points in four-point bending bridge

L0 spacing of inner and outer fixed points in four-point bending bridge

m mean of samples

mabs mean of absolute values of samples

NB doping concentration in base

NE doping concentration in emitter

// number of samples

nE0 equilibrium electron concentration in emitter

off offset

offcWg average offset in array

pB0 equilibrium hole concentration in base

q electronic charge
R response

R generalized response function

r correlation coefficient

> ....

r spatial position vector

S sensitivity

St differential sensitivity to target variable

S~ offset sensitivity
Y

Sx generalized cross sensitivity to internal or external variable

s experimental standard deviation

s,u experimental standard deviation of the mean
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List of Symbols and Abbreviations

s\ experimental standard deviation of the standard deviation

T temperature

T(r) Temperature at position r

t wafer thickness

IT base width in ID transistor and in MT towards collector

Ws„i} base width in MT towards substrate

Vß base voltage

Vßc base-to-collector voltage

Vre base-to-emitter voltage

Vq collector voltage

VE emitter voltage

VEß emitter-to-base voltage

Xe external variable

Xe potential cause for cross-sensitivity

Xj internal variable

X, potential cause for offset

~

teil

X, ottset cause equivalent error

Xi internal or external variable

Xk potential cause for sensor response

Xt target variable

x, y, z Cartesian coordinates

Ax, Ay misalignment in x, y direction
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List of Symbols and Abbreviations

Abbreviations

l,2,3-D One, Two, Three Dimensional

BJT Bipolar Junction Transistor

CO Metal Contact Mask

CCD Charge-Coupled Device

CMOS Complementary Metal Oxide Semiconductor

CYE CMOS Process of Austria Micro Systeme

FEM Finite Element Method

FET Field Effect Transistor

FOX Field Oxide

GA Gate Thinning Mask

GOX Gate Oxide

IC Integrated Circuit

MagFET Magnetic Field Effect Transistor

MAS7 CMOS Process of Micronas Oy

MT Magnetotransistor
PEL Physical Electronics Laboratory

SRH Shockley-Read-Hall
SMU Source and Monitor Unit

SSIMT Suppressed Sidewall Injection Magnetotransistor
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Index

A/D converter 17

accelcrometer 12

active area 118

actuating offset reduction 50

actuator 11

AFM 76

aliasing 109

alternating field 115

angular accuracy 15, 17, 115

angular resolution 17

arithmetic average 124

asymmetry

biasing 43

geometry 41

layout 42

material 42

principle types 40

Auger recombination 29

Austria Mikro Systeme 1 18

automotive sector 12, 15

averaged signal 52

B

base 119

conductivity modulation 83

pushout 25,31

resistance asymmetry 65 -67

transport factor 23

widening 25

width 24

base contact 21, 119

asymmetric position 78

base region 119

geometry related offset 77

batch fabrication 11

bending bridge 86

best fit 125

biasing 37

asymmetry 43. 64

optimization 91

standard conditions 122

biomagnetic fields 12

bird's beak 73

bitstream 17

boundary effects 29

box-in-box test structures 68

bus compatibility 12

C

CAD tools 49

calibration 17-19.91

cause for sensor response 39

CCD 12

central digital unit 16

ceramic substrate 123

channeling 83

characterization setup
electrical 121

magnetic 123

circuitry 11, 15, 16,50, 108, 115

clustering of impurities 29

CMOS technology 11, 117-119

collector 21, 119

current gain 27

resistance asymmetry 65

commercial feasibility 19. 113

common base current gain 24, 27

common emitter current gain 24

common mode rejection 16

compass 12

consumer sector 12, 15

contact resistance 43, 45

inhomogeneity 73

mismatch 72

contact zones 71

contactless angle detection system 14, 115

contactless position or velocity detection 12

corners, rounded 98
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Index

correlation coefficient 125

credit card 12

cross-sensitivity 13, 37, 39

generalized 39

magnetic

in-plane 33

perpendicular 16

crystal defects 42, 81

current crowding 26

current gain 24

CYE process 20, 118

D

D/A converter J 6

deductive offset reduction 5 I. 99

deep contacts 14

deflection of charge carriers M

denuded zone 42

design optimization 49. 92- 104

DESSIS 29

differential

arrangement 104

sensitivity 38

signal 51

diffusion mask 118

diffusion pattern definition 73

diffusion regions 117-1 19

length of 96

diluted HF 76

display 1 1

domain boundaries 12

doping concentration 42, 81

doping profile 29

double-Hall sensor 51

drift diffusion model 29

E

Early effect 24, 65

electrical characterization setup 121

electron current distribution 30

electron-hole scattering 29

emitter 21, 119

contact length 97

depth 77

efficiency 23

injection modulation 32

layout 94

metal contact margin 97

metal contact position 94

sense contact 102

strip-shape 94-96

width 97

emitter guard ring 32, 35

depth 36

misalignment 79

self-alignment 100

emitter-collector spacing 120

influence on currents 28

induence on magnetic sensitivity 33, 34

influence on offset 92

mismatch 75, 102

optimization 92

standard 35

environmental conditions 37, 44, 48

epitaxial layer 1 17

equivalent offset 17. 40

remaining 112

etching residue 43

Ettinghausen-Ncrnst effect 38

eutectic bonding 92

expectation value 124

experimental standard deviation 124

of the mean 125

external resistance asymmetry 64

external variable 37

F

fabrication technology 117, ??-l 19

optimization 49. 91

Faraday's Law of induction, 12

fiber-optic sensor 13

field effect channel 73, 101

field effect transistor 117

field oxide 73. 117, 118

fittine parameter 29

fluxgate 13

forward active mode 22

Fourier 108-110

four-point bendine bridge 86
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G

gain 24

galvanically isolated measurement 12

galvanomagnetic effects 12

gate oxide 73. 85, 117, 118

gate thinning mask 117

generalized response function 38

generation-recombination current 24

geomagnetic fields 12

geometrical asymmetry 41

metal contacts 11-12

silicon regions 75-80

gettcring mechanisms 42

giant magnetoresistive sensor 13

gold wiring 123

graded doping 25

guard ring, emitter 32

Gummel plot 26

H

Hall device 12, 13, 50. 86. 108, 110

lateral 13, 19

vertical 13

hard disc 12

heat sink 43

heat source 43

asymmetry 92

integrated 84

HF, dcluted 76

high injection condition 25, 26. 3 I

high/bias fields 13

I

IC technology 11

implantation 42

angle 83, 99

impurities 42, 8 1

incremental A/D converter 17

indirect estimation 81

information processing system 11

information storage device 12

integrated circuit 1 1

intcrferomctric position detection 76

inter-layer error 41

internal variable 37, 41

intra-layer error 41

J

Tosephson effect 13

limction depth variation 81

K

Kirk effect 25, 27

L

LabView® 122

huge scale variation 62

laser trimming 50

lattice scattering 34

lav out 119—L21*"

asymmetry 64

magnetotransistor.standard 119

module.example 120

symmetry 92, 119

length
diffusion regions 96, 98-??

metal contacts 97

length of diffusion regions ??- 100

lifetime 29

linear regression 125

linearity error 33

local oxidation 1 18

logic circuits 117

Lorentz force 12, 13, 31

low cost 12, 19

low cost system 113

low fields 13

low stress die mounting 50

M

MagFET 15

magnetic

anomaly detection 12

characterization setup 123

field 12

field frequency 1 15

field sensor 12

induction 12. 32

response 31

linearity 33

sensitivity 32-35

magnetoconccntration 32

magnetoelasticity 12

macnetomductive sensor 13



Index

magnetoresistance 12

magnetostriction 12

magnetotransistor 13, 14

current imbalance 31

currents 21

magnetic response 31

magnetic response with offset 40

multicollector 108

orientation 120

signal 40

standard layout 119

suppressed sidewall injection 35

major flat 120

marketplace 12. 13

MAS7 process 117

mask 117

aligner 92

alignment 42. 68

tolerances 42, 75

mass action law 23

mass market 12, 13

material errors 42

extrinsic 84

intrinsic 81

material properties 29. 37, 81

mean 124

measurand 37

mechanical stress 42, 73, 86, 87

mechanical wear 15

medium/earth fields 13

merged base regions and emitters 58

mesh symmetry 71

metal contact

asymmetry types 68

length 97

margin 97

misalignment 68-72

position 97

self-alignment 92

metal resistivity tolerances 64

micromachining 14

Micronas 117

miniaturization 11

minimum feature size 92

mirror plane 29

mobility, Phillips formula 29

modulating offset reduction 50

modulating sensor 37

module 59, 106, 120

molybdenum 85, 117

monitored offset reduction 51

MOSFHÏ87, 117

multicollector magnetotransistor 108

multimeter 122

multiple signal offset reduction 51, 104

multiplexer 122

p-metal 121

music cassette 12

N

nonlinearity 33

O

offset 37

analysis 43, 63-89

base biasing scheme dependence 67

base voltage variation 56

calibration 17

causes

critical 89

magnitude determination 45

possible 40-43

principle 40

contribution 44

definition 39

dominance of contribution 47

equivalent 40

equivalent error 46

large scale variation 62

magnitude of causes 45

matching 57, 58, 105

modulating parameter 48

numerical distribution 53

parameter 41

phase 109

relative 40

separation of causes 44

set of possible causes 39

small scale variation 59, 97

sources, possible 40

sources.possible 41

spatial distribution 59
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Index

systematic contribution 54, 55, 107

temperature behavior 57. 99. 103

temperature drift reduction 104

time stability 18

variation

between devices 54

between wafers 55

offset reduction

principles 48

results overview 111

offset sensitivity 39. 44

determination 45, 46

ohmic series resistance 24, 64-67

ohmic voltage drop 72

optically pumped sensor 13

orientation of magnetotransistor 53

over-etching 76

overlay error 42, 45, 69. 92

overlying layers 43, 87-88

oxidizing dopant drive-in 76. 1 17

P

packaging 43. 50, 92

pad 120

parameter analyzer 122

parameter for sensor response 39

parasitic substrate transistor 21, 77

passivation layer 117

pattern definition of diffusion 73, 118

pattern transfer tolerances 42

perfluorocarbon anion surfactant 76

Permanentmagnet 14, 15

Phillips unified mobility formula 29

photodiode 12

photolithographic resolution 98

photolithography 117

errors 42

piezojunction effect 42

piezoresistance effect 42

Poisson's ratio 86

polyimide die bonding 92

poly-silicon 73. 88, 100, 118

power consumption 17,33

power transistor 25

pressure sensor 12

process characterization 45

Q

quadrant detection 17

quasi-saturation 25

R

random errors 98

randomness 42, 75

reed switch 13

reference sensor 51

reliability 11

replacement market 19

response function 38

ROM ! 7

rotary switch 14

roughness, surface 76

S

sampling frequency 109

Schottky barrier 43

search coil 13

self-alignment of

diffusions by field oxide 79

emitter guard ring 100

metal contact 92

sensitivity 37

differential 38

magnetic 32-34

matching 16

offset 39

sensitivity variation offset reduction 14, 50

sensor 37

array 106. 107

nominal conditions 39

response 37

causes and parameters 39

series resistance 26

asymmetry 64

sheet resistance 45, 81

Shocklcy-Read-Hall recombination 29

signal 37

averaging 106

domains 11, 37

Fourier filtered 109

inner and outer 106

magnetotransistor 40

signal-to-noise-ratio ?>?>
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silicon magnetic sensors 12

silicon nitride 118

simulation 29-31, 71-72, 96-97

single crystal silicon 117

single-chip approach 13, 15

small scale variation 59

SOLI DIS 86

spatial symmetry 108

spinning-current method 50, 108

spreading resistance measurement 29

SQUID 13

standard biasing conditions 53

standard deviation 124

standard magnetotransistor 26, 119

starting material 117

statistical data analysis 124

strip emitter design 88, 100

strip-shaped emitter 94-96

substrate

contact 21

contact ring 77

contact strips 98

current 26

floating 70

gain 27

suppressed sidewall injection 14, 32, 35, 79

surface

insulation 73

recombination rate 73

roughness 76

surfactant 76

switched capacitor technique 17

switched operation principle 102

symmetry plane, nominal 19. 29, 40, 75

system lifetime 15

systematic difference 126

systematic offset contribution 59, 104

T

tailored offset reduction 50

target variable 37

temperature
drift 50

gradient 84

sensors 84

temperature variation

current gain 27

mobility 34

offset 57

sensitivity 34

terminal edge lensth 98
<~ s,

test structures for processing tolerances 115

thermal contact 86

thermal offset drift 52

thermoelectric effects 43

transistor

ID-theory 22-24

extended therory 24-26

geometry effects 25

temperature behavior 27

trench etching 14

typical offset magnitude 125

U

universal source 122

V

variable

external 37

internal 37, 41

via resistance 64

voltage adjustment 102

\V

wafer

prober 121

probing 120

well, n orp 117

Wiegand wires 12

wireless data transfer 12

wiring resistance 43

mismatch 64. 67

wiring scheme 120

work function 43

working point 122

Y

Young's modulus 86
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